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This Research Memorandum deals with defense mea:rnres at wing level 

for tactical air units in the European theatre. The defense measures are 

designed to reduce drastically the loss of combat potential as the result 

of enemy atomic attacks that rray occur irl a major wa.r in the 1955 to 1958 

period. Primary emphasis is placed on survival during the enemy D-day 

attack and the subsequent few weeks of the campaign. 

Employing data developed in other studies on the wing resources 

critically governing wing sortie potential and on the destructive effects 

of atomic bombing on these resources, a concept of wing level defense and 

specific defense measures in support of this concept a.re developed. Select-

ion of specific measures is based on an analysis of present deficiencies 

and on the effectiveness, cost, lead time, and strategic life of the measures. 

No simple method of defending wing sortie potential has been found. 

The defense strategy proposed here, consists of a number of interdependent 

measures to provide off-base storage, D-day base evacuation, mobility and 

dispersal of wing striking potential, reserve air bases and passive defense. 

Sample implementations of specific defense measures are displayed. 

The proposed defense strateg:'T would cost about $3,000,(X)O to implement 

and about $700,000 per year for each wing. The strategy can be implemented 

in one to one and a half years by employing interim measures. 

The defensive value of some of these measures can be determined at the 

wing level; the value of others depends upon conditions outside wing con-

trol, such as warning of attack, air defense effectiveness, state of alert, 

the weight and strategy of enerr~ attack, etc. Hence an absolute defense 

effectiveness evaluation for the wing-level defense strateg1 proposed here 
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is beyond the scope of this discussion; it ie contained in another report 

• in this series having a theatre-wide scope of concern. The conclusions of 

this broader study, however, are anticipated by inclusion here of wing 

level defense measures (such •e evacuation) whose defensive worth are 

justified by a theatre level analysis. 
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There has been growing ooncern within the Air Force over the vulner-

ability of Allied Tactical Air Forces in the face of increasing Soviet 

atomic capability. At the request of Headquarters, USAF, RAND has under-

taken a broad etudy concenied with preserving Allied tactical air combat 

potential in Western Europe against this Soviet threat during the 1955-58 

period. This Research Memorandum is part of that study. 

The over-all study is in two parts. The first ana.lrz;ee the vulner-

ability of Allied Tactical Air Forces to Soviet atonQc attack; the second 

c omparea the effectiveness of a number of defense me:asures designed to 

preeerve the combat potential at an acceptable leTel. 

The vulnerability analysis includes a number of' interconnected topics: 

the potential character of Soviet air attack; D-d.ay warning and surprise; 

response of Allies to ...rarning; effectiveness of Eurc1pean active air defense; 

physical damage to air bases caused by atomic weapons; and the effects of 

damage on the eortie capability of surviving forces. 

The defense analysis deals with defense measurE•8 on two command levels: 

at the wing level, .the measures consist of modifications to the base and 

its operations that improve base response to atomic attack; at the theatre 

conmander level, of improvements in air defense and changes in the deploy-

ment and operational concepts which reduce the over--·all effectiveness of 

enemy attack. 

This particular memorandum deals with defense measures at the wing 

command level. A complete list of memoranda supporting the over-all study 

is shown on the next page. 
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The purpose of this paper is to develop & coordinated set of defense 

measures which can be undertaken prirr~rily within the wing organization, in 

order to reduce significantly the loss of combat potential that may result 

from atomic attack. It is recognized that measures to reduce the vulner-

ability of individual i"inge provide only part of the solution to the 

larger problem of theatre air force vulnerability.* 

The requirements for specific wing level defense measures are gener-

ated by the following analyses: of the wing activities critically essential 

to producing sorties, of the patterns of physical damage that may result 

from atomic attacks on air bases, and of the surviving sortie potential of 
Re!erences 7 and 91 contain some ot theee 

wings damaged by A-bomb attacks. 
analyses; 

and the conclusions thereof pertinent to wing level 

defense are reproduced later in this paper. 

Wing level defense measures, in addition to preserving the sortie 

potential o! individual wings, nroat aleo be consistent with theatre coi:rmi.and 

objectives. The specific measures to be described here have been selected 

so as to be compatible with theatre wartime objectives developed in another 

aspect of the European Defem~e Study as shown in Ref. 12. An indication of 

the defensive value of individual measures is given he~ in terms of the 

a.mount of protection afforded to wing resources and activities. The absolute 

contribution of wing level defense mea.auree to theatre combat potential is 

beyond the scope of this report; it is treated in tt:,e context of campaign 

analyses in Ref. 12. 

0i- Defense measures relating to activities other tha.n the wing are diecussed 
in Ref. 2 (Warning & Alert), Ref. 5 (Active Defense), 
and Ref. 12 (Theatre Defense I,.evel). 
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The following assumptions and limitations apply to this discussion 

of wing level defense measures. 

The discussion ie confined to defense of tactical wings in the 

European theatre (Western GermAny, France, and the UK). Defense of atomic 

delivery potential is of primary concern, but conventional fighter-bomber, 

interceptor, and tactical reconnaissance units are considered insofar as 

their vulnerability differs importantly from that of atomic wings. 

The combat situation assumes a major atomic war in Europe, initiated 

by the USSR, roughly in the period 1955-58. 

Defense measures are intended to preserve wing combat potential during 

the first few weeks of the campaign, and hence interest is confined to the 

materiel and personnel resources normally under wing control upon which 

wing sorties primarily depend during the initial phases or war. Reauire-

msnta for support outside the wing are ~ndicated only when critical to the 

invnediate needs or wing defense. 

Wing level def enee measures are primarily designed to diminish the 
! 

effects of atomic attack; only secondary attention is given to defense 

against conventional attack. 

Defen5e measures are proposed in terms of changes in the manning, equip-

page, supplies, air base facilities, and operating procedures of U.S. wings 

basically as they existed or were planned in mid-1953. Since that time 

modifications may have taken place which eliminate the need for measures 

disoueeed in this paper. The defense analysis considers only U.S. wings. 

However, insofar as similar conditions exist at other NA'I'O air units, 

similar conclusions also apply to them. 
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Defense measures involting large rrcnetary expenditures, major con-

struction of facilities, or major procurement of materiel or personnel, 

particularly aircraft, are not considered on the ground that the lead 

time for implementation would delay them beyond the 1955-58 period of 

interest in this study. 
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Fulfillment of the wing wartime mission requires that an effective, 

rapid, heavy and sustained sortie response be mounted once hostilities 

begin. The outbreak of war, whenever it comes, should find the wing with 

its pilots trained to a high level of combat efficiency, its aircraft in 

a high state of repair, its supporting activities capable of sustaining 

the wartime flying' program, and the entire wing disposed to opera. te in 

spite of the damaging effects of enemy attack. 

WING PEACETIME MISSION 

The wing peacetime mission is to maintain the organization in a high 

state of readiness for war and at the same time to operate in an economical 

fashion. These two peacetime objectives are conflictipg. Economical peace-

time operations requires concentration of wing resources on an air base, 

while a defensive posture leads to dispersal of eesential resources. More-

over the tasks involved in maintaining a wing in readiness for war are 

inte:rnally conflicting. For example, the flying training necessary to 

obtain pilot proficiency generates out-of-commission airplanes. 

An air force cannot be maintained in a state of continuous wartime 

readiness and at the same time be capable of performing its peacetime ~~s-

sion. As a conseauence it must have a capability tor rapid transition from 

a peacetime disposition to one suitable for wartime operations. As will be 

discussed, the major function of peacetime alert is to set in motion a 

number of wing level actions which place the wing in a better position to 

undert~ke the peace-to-war transition at the expense of neglecting, for 

short periods of time, part of the normal peacetime activities. 
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A wing level defense strategy* consists of a set of correlated defense 

measures designed to a8aist the wing in performing its wartime rr1ssion in 

the face of enemy attack, especially during the critical transition from 

peacetime disposition to that necessary in war. Any defense atrategy 

encumbers the performance of the normal peacetime activities of a wing; 

a good defense strategy tends to miniwize the burden added to peacetime 

operations. Before examining specific steps to defend a wing. let us con-

sider the salient elements that limit wing sortie capacity, particularly 

under atomic attack. 

THE ELE'.MENTS OF WING SORTIE CAPACITY AND THEIR VT..JLNE:RABILITY TO ATOMIC 

ATTACK 

Thie analysis depends upon the results of Refs. 7 and 9 which 

deal respectively with the sortie potential of an ur.1da.maged wing, with the 

physical damage patterns sustained by air bases atta.cked by A-bombs, and 

with surviving sortie potential of an A-bombed wing. The salient conclus-

ions of these references are summarized in order to establish the reouire-

ments that a suitable wing level of defense strategJ' muet satisfy. 

The combat potential of a wing depends upon the~ availability of a 

large number of materiel and personnel resources norm.ally possessed by a 

wing. The loss of any one of the most critical typeis of resources would 

preTitnt the wing from mounting a single sortie. These most critical 

resources include aircraft, pilots, runway..:taxiway-hardstand. system, 

servicing equipment, servicing personnel, communication eouipment, ammunition, 

jet fuel, oxygen, a comm.a.nder and many others. 

* Defense strategy is used here to denote a set of complementary defense 
measures w:-tich together fulfill. the_ defens,.., dssion,, 
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An additional set of resources ie required if the sortie capacity of 

the wing is to be ~Ainta.ined in combat. This set includes such things as 

maintenance personnel, equipment, and supplies; vehicles; personnel service, 

supplies.and eauipment; etc. 

A wing also poseessea resources that, while necessary for peacetime 

operations, contribute little or nothing to the wartime combat potential 

(for example, property accountability records, PX eupplies, etc.) 

The wing's most critically required resources are for the most part 

concentrated on &n easily identified air base (an area roughly one mile 

wide and two miles long containing an 8000 ft. long runway). 

Essential wing reeources are grouped and trained as units in peace-

time to perform the tasks and services essential to mounting combat sorties. 

Thie organizational integrity must be maintained in combat in order to 

sustain the sortie capacity of a wing. 

Since a nwnber of activities or resources are simultaneously reauired 

to produce sorties. the activity or resource that is in shortest supply 

is the factor that limits sortie capacity, for exrunple, serviceable air-

craft, pilots, jet fuel, or servicing capacity. As a corollary, a portion 

of each of the resources other than the ane lirrdting sortie capacity is in 

excess and could be removed from the wing inventory without further loss 

of sortie capacity. 

There is no foolproof method of protecting personnel or materiel 

resources located within the confines of an air base attacked with A-bombs. 

The smallest yield bomb considered destroys a large per cent 

of the materiel and personnel on a base if it is detonated at the center 
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of the target. The bomb cau3es virtual desolation of the air base 

even with inaccurate bombing (5000 ft. CEP). The average destruction 
email to medium size 

caused bj7°'bombs is sensitive to bombing ac-

curacy eince a ~ide miss results in substantial survival of materiel and 

personnel. Obviously, the further a resource is located from the aim 

point, the greater will be its chance of survival. 

Different types of wing resources are subject t.o different lose rates 

because of their different locations on the baee and~ becauso of variation 

in their resistance to effects of the bomb. Consequently the balance of 

critical and required resources that exists in an ui1daIM.ged wing is upset 

by the unequal damage effects of atomic bombing. For example, expoeed 

personnel are the roc>st vulnerable element of combat potential; they are 

also most easily protected by foxholes and shelters.. Aircraft a.re nearly 

as vulnerable as people but are difficult to protect within the confines of 

the base if they are to be readily available for combat. Runways, taxi-

_ways, hardstands, roadways, and undsrground POL tanl:cs are, on the other 

hand, the most difficult o! wing resources to damag1q their usefulness, 

however, is temporarily impaired by the debris that atomic a.tta.ck would 

scatter over the base~ 

Surface burst atomic bombs cause radiological contamination of the air 

base,. preventing personnel from using the area for 1:iubetantial periods. 

Personnel can enter the worst contaminated areas fo:r a short (8-hour) work. 

period on about the tenth day after the attack (sooner for less contaminated 

areas). Resumption of combat activities on an air base, even using the 

least contaminated areas, may be delayed for a month or IT~re by surface 
large medium sise 

bunt, · yield weapons; the average delay for a bomb is very 
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Even under the least damaging attacks the attrition of wing reeources 

essential to sortie production is eubstantial; under the most damaging 

attacks it is complete. 

The reassembly and reorganization of a surviving wing resources 

including base clean up takes about four days under ideal conditions. 

During this rehabilitation period no eortie potential can be realized from 

the eurviving wing resources. 

Radiological contamination tends to extend the rehabilitation period 

and hence the loss of sortie potential. 

If the enemy is granted the capability of reattacking bases• the loss 

of sortie capability from the first attack can be compounded by subsequent 

attacks. 

We have eummarized the work that a wing must do in wartime, the limit-

ations that peacetime operations place on the wartime readiness of the wing, 

and the obstacles that atomic attack pla.cee in the way of the wing accomplish-

ing its mission. The next section propaees a concept of wing defense de~ign-

ed to counteract as well as possible, the damaging effects of atomic attack 

on wing sortie potential. 
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The limited number of air bases available in Europe and the concent-

ration of peacetime wing training and operating activities on the base 

results in a large sector of tactical air combat potential being at risk 

a.t each European air base. If this concentration is accepted as a neces-

sary peacetime condition for the next few years at least, what concept of 

base level defense can be proposed which will materially increase the 

expected survival of combat potential under atomic attack? Personnel and 

materiel resources exposed on the air base are subjEict to a high risk of 

complete destruction, and the air base facility may be ma.de unusable for 

periods of from four days to over a month. Under these conditions an 

effective defense concept requires that we: 

Establish in pea.cetbie a set of alternate basefi, provisioned with 

materiel that cannot better be moved in with the deploying units. 

Be prepared to move freouently, ·and with littlE~ lost time, among air 

bases in the theatre after war begins. 

Remove essential combat potential resources from the air base before 

the enemy can consummate his initial (D-day) atomic attack. This may be 

either before or after the er.emy launches his ini ti1u at tack. 

Maintain the organizational integrity of these resources during the 

initial attack. 

Move to a.n alternate (unattacked) airfield site after the initial 

attack if the peacetime baee facilities are denied, and resume co~bat 

operations with as little delay as possible-

In the process of movement, disperse to self-sustaining strike units 

of squadron (1/3 wing) strength or smaller. 

Rehabj_li tate bombed air bases as rapidly as po:3sible. 
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Protect comhat-use!ul resources that cannot be removed from the peace-

time air base before the initial attack. 

Provide for rapid resupply of materiel and services from the depot 

support system* to the changing complex of occupied bases. 

I 

Each of the above procedures is regarded as an essential part of an 

integrated defense concept. and hence each is eoually important • 
• 

* This defense aspect is the responsibility of the support system rather 
than or combat wings and hence is not discussed in this report. 
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defended air base system, a number of interrelated and interdependent 

modifications muat be ma.de in the wing, in its equipment, and in its 

operations. Based on the preceding analysis of wing activities and vulner-

ability, a set of specific measures is selected in order to implement the 

stated defense concept. These defense measures deal with off-base 

storage, evacuation, wing irobility, reserve bases, and paseive defense. 

The measures that comprise the wing-l·evel defense strategy are now 

c 
examined in some detail. Appendix contains a similar discussion of other 

defense measures that have been considered but are r.ot included because 

better ways of accomplishing the same end were found, because they appear 

unsuitable, or because the evidence developed in this study was not suf

ficient to warrant a conclusion. Table I surr.marizes the enti:r-e list of 

c 
defense measures discuesed here and in Appendix together with some 

characteristics of these measures. 

OFF-BASE STORAGE 

Removing wing personnel and materiel from expos,ure to D-day atomic 

attacks on air bases reauires that these resources be either kept off-baee 

during peacetime or that they be evacuated from the air hase upon warning 

of enemy attack. The former method is now considel"€,d; the latter is dis-

cussed in the next section. 

Off-base storage can be applied to wing materie'l that is not reouired 

for peacetime operations or to personnel and materie1l that are intermit-

tently used on base. This defense measure has the 8~vantage of affording 

protection at all times and hence is not vulnerable to surprise attack. 



De.t'enee Measure 
Discussed 
on P e 

A. Off-base Stor•ge 
1. Parking part of A/Cat 

non-military airfields 17 

2. Off-baae personnel facil
ities (Simple Measures) 20 

3. Off-base materiel 
storage 

B. Evacuation 

C. Wing Mobility & Reserve 
Base Stockage 

D. Air Base Passive Defense 

1. Base-level deception 

2. Increase enemy aiming 
errors 

24 

28 

42 

55 

S5 

J. On-bese dispersal 57 

4. Bomb :re5lstant materiel 
storage 58 

5. Airplane revetments 

6. Slit trenches 

7. Improved personnel 

62 

64 

shelters 64 

S. Base recuJJ('ration after 
attack 69 

TABLE I 

Sl001ARY OP' wn:G LEVEL D 

Wing Resource or 
Characteriatic 

Defended 

Cost Per Wing in 
Thousand8 of & • s 1-A,ad ~~me 
Investment Annual in Years 

Airplanes 550 

Personnel Small 

Critical supplies 
& equipment 16o 

Movable resourcee 
in use on base Small 

Flexibility of 
locale for 1300 
operations 

Target Talue 
information 

All on-base 
resources 

Small 

Small 

Materiel stored 30 
on-base 

Critical materiel 
stored on-base 470 

Airplanes 

Personnel 

Personnel 

Airfield 
faci ties 

360 

4 

:ZE' 

Srr.all 

370 

Small 

30 

Small 

220 

Small 

Small 

3 

Sn.all 

35 

L. 

SmalJ 

1 

l 
2 

l to '3 

1 

4 

1 

1 

2 

l 

l 

Cost of Wing Level Defense Strategy 

Cost of Undefended Win6 & Air Base 
2,900 

92,500 
670 
20,300 

E. Measures not in Wing Strategy 
1. Peacetime wing dispereal 118 
2. Off-baee A/C hardstands ll9 
3. 0ff-b8.8e personnel facil-

ities (Relocation) 20 
4,. Otf-ba.se wing activities 122 

5. Area Maintenance Command 124 

Airplanes 

Personnel 
Non-fiying 
activities 

6. Hard bue .. 60PSl1 Re1istant 
1COPSlt Raai8tant 

7. Unde~round C?~ Post 

~ 127 All wing res?urces 

1.29 C~= & comnuni-
,:·_:}· .. c;,,c'..~~·, 

Not costed 
2100 

7000 
10,000 

3000 
9000 
16,000 
65 

190 

700 
Not costed 

1000 
450 
800 

7 

r:: 
) 

2~ to 4 ,G 

4 

4 
4 
4 
lis .. 

MEASURES 

Strategic 
Lite in 

Years 

.., 
J 

~ng tern: 

Long term 

Long term 

Long ten: 

J 

·:, 

Short term 

Short terrr· 

Short term 

Long terr 

Long term 

Lon terwm 

3t1ort tern. 

Short tern: 

Long term 

Long term 

Lor)g t&l"m 
Stort hrn-. 

· Short te~ 

Ado t 

X 

X 

X. 

V 
A 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

ConclU!ion 
Study 
Fu.rt, ,er Re ect 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Remarks 
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Competes with measure E-2; effectiveness increased 
if measure E-5 is adopted. 

'tor more costl:r measures see Item E-J. 

Major cost is inconvenience and discor.tfort 
for wing personnel. 

Partial implementation out, of current resources 
reduces leti.d ti me to a l:,0,1 t l½ years. 

Specific steps not evaluated. lf.>w cost mea~rnres 
only justified 1-y tMs study. Costly rr.easure:: 
require further stud)' for 2usti.fication. 

Onl:r low cost rr.easure~ justified by this stud.:,r. 
Costly measures require further study for 
justification. 

Complements r:ieasure D-4. 

Complements measure D-3 

For use if evacuation fails. 

For uee of personnel with on-base duty assign
ment during attack. 

Does not include cost of non-wing A.F. organ
izations in theatre. 

Rejected-Major tlase expansion infeasible in 
time period. 

Competes witt, measure A-1. 

llxtension of Measure A-1. 
,jected on grounds of high cost, long lead time. 
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However, defense measures in this category tend to bE~ costly and incon-

venient; costly in requiring the establishment of ne11r housing and storage 

sites to replace those now existing on the air base, and inconvenient in 

requiring 1118.intenance and security !or resources sto1-ed at other than air 

base locations where these services are now provided.. Under the threat of 

war (equivocal warning) additional materiel and personnel can be reiooved 

from risk on the air base i! peacetime training activities are temporarily 

curtailed. Some specific off-base storage defense JnE~asures follow. 

Off-base Parking !or Part of Assigned Wing Aircraft 

Purpose. The purpose or this measure is to remc>ve that part o! 

organizational aircraft not essential to maintaining pilot proficiency 

in peacetime to airfields having little military value. Ref.-~ indicates 

that airplanes sustain high loss rates if they are exposed to atomic 

a ttaek. If enemy atomic capability is llmi ted, it ie1 reasonable to assume 

that hie attacks will be concentrated on targets of greater value than 

airstripe containing only a few parked airplanes. 

Sample Implementation. It appears that intensive planning and flight 

scheduling will permit peacetime nying proficiency to be maintained with 

roughly half the wing's in-commission aircraft.* Th«t other half of the 

in-conmission aircraft could be flown to commercial or unoccupied military 

airfields a.f'ter intermediate or major overhaul, a felr per field. These 

off-base parked aircraft woul.d be run up and inspect•td as required to pre-

serve combat readiness and rotated to ths main airfittld for training use, 

* This statement is substantiated by the 17 tO 25 flying hours programned 
per day per combat squadron in peacetime (15) (16), ELS compared to the 
50 to (:IJ flying hours per day capacity of the squa.dre>n's normal complement 
of airplanes (Ref. 7, Fig. 9.) 
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as on-base aircraft went out-of-commission. Security a.nd eurveillanee of 

off-base parked aircraft might require one crew chief, two mechanics, and 

six air police per site, or, with six sites per wing, an augmentation of 

fifty-four airmen per wing. Pilots go to parking bases only long enough 

to deliver or pick up aircraft. 

Effectiveness. It this measure were adopted, half the wing in-com-

mission aircraft would be removed from exposure to D-day attack on the main 

airfield. Moreover, those airplanee remaining on the main airfield can be 

evacuated quickly because double the usual number of pilots are available 

to fly each airplane. On the other hand, no pilots are available to 

evacuate the airplanes that are moved to parking bases. The ground crews 

could tow them away, but towing is much slower and hence less effectiv~ 

than aerial evacuation. The er!ectiveness of this measure depend5 upon 

whether any gain in the safety of wing aircraft is obtained by making part 

of them - those remaining on the main airfield - less vulnerable to attack 

and part of them - those on parking airfields - more vulnerable to 

attack. 

The parking airfields are obviously less valuable targets than main 

airfield5 1 since they contain fewer airplanes and practically no wing 

resources. Hence parking airfields are unlikely to be attacked until the 

enemy stockpile of bombs allocated to the D-day attack exceeds the number 

of bombs allocated to the ma.in airfields. If the enemy does not attack the 

parking airfields, the potential vulnerability of airplanes located there 

does not result in loss of aircraft. If the enemy has ample A-bombs, he 

may attack the parking airfields as well as the main bases. However, dis-

persal to six parking fields increases the number of targets containing 
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our tactical capability eeTen-told and hence the D-dit.y requirement tor 

Sorlet Union A-bomb e:rpenditure eeven-.t'old, it ve &Hume one bomb per 

target. Moreover• increasing the ..... 1ght of attack C4>mplicatee the enem;r's 

operations on D-day and reduces the probability or rrls achieving surpri•e. 

The value of this measure is increased if diffe:rent airfields are 

used from time to time for parking in order to deny the ene.iey certain in

formation as to which airfield• contain parked &ircrii!t at the moment or 

attack. The number of unoccupied and civilian airriialds in the theatre 

may llmi t the application o! this measure to only th4' most important taot,.. 

ical wings (atomic, !or example). The number ot winge to which this 

me&aure can be applied is examined in Rets. 11 and l2. 

As an exteneion ot this measure, establishing a.n area maintenance 

organization wou1d permit parking out.-ot-conmd.alllion airplanee as well aa 

part or the in-conaission airplanes at dispened eit~us. This meuure is 
c •. 

discuaeed in >.ppendix 

Aa an alternate to this meuure, aircraft parking l!lit~e oeald be pre-

pared 1n the._ Ti,cini t7 o! main s.ir!ielde, but removed five to seven miles 

from the :runway !or safety. Thi" alternate measure ls diecueeed in Append
C 

ix and eonipal-ed,in detail with unoccupied airfield parking. The former 

appeare less desirable than the latter because or hi~~her initial cost, 

longer time reqttj.:red tor implementation, and because aircraft parked ott

bue may be ilmooblllzed if' the base runway cannot be used. 

Costs. The initial coat of manning &ugJr1i9ntatior1, theatre support, 

starters, fuel trucke and jeeps on eix parking airfi4!1lde per wing would be 

about $550,000. Rental ot airfield space, - pay, allo'llnmces and per diem for 

field crews would cost about 1370,000 per yea.r per wi.ng. 
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Lead \iine. The major delay in implementing this meaeure would prob-
·' 

ably arise in securing parking right leaees; this is esti.Jnated to require 

about one year. In this interval, operational plane could be prepared and 

the !ew additional personnel obtained. 

Long:-tef! Ettectivenoss. As the enemy atomic stockpile increaees, he 

has an increasing capability to attack the low-value parking baeee. 

Ultimately he can degr&de the defensive effect of tl'Its measure with a D-d&y 

atomic strike as large as the base cottple.x. 

Conclwsion. This measure ie an acceptable component of the wing-leTel 

defense strategy. 

Ott-base Pereonpel Facilities 

Purpose. To remove personnel from possible exposure to casualty-

producing effects of A-bomb attacks on air basee at times when their 

presence ie not required. Analyeis of atomic effecte as describsd in 

Re!. 9 ehows that personnel at their normal duty stations on an air base 

may suffer casualties as high as 90% from relatively low yield A-bombe. 

To afford maximum personnel protection, all wing operations which are 

not directly concerned with preparing aircraft tor operations on the runway-

taxiway system should be re:iooved to an off-base site a eal'e distance from 

the runway. (That is, all personnel services, supply, motor vehicle service 

and repair, aircraft component field maintenance, etc.) Such a solution is 

not feasible in the near future since facilities are now provided on baeee 

tor practic&l.ly all wing activities and duplicating these facilities off-

bue is a time-consuming, expeneive solution. However, personnel working 
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44 houra a week are obliged to spend only about one-qua.rter of the week 

at their duty etationa. A practical defense measure ie to introduce a · 

continuing program of increaeing the amount of (off-duty) time wing per-

sonnel epend off-base. 

Some possible steps to decrease the number or personnel exposed on 

base ares 

Incl"Q.sed utilisation of housilll: in local ·towns and 

villages, encouraging housing development (e.g., by sub-

sidization) where necessary. 

In any base facilities expansion pro~, location ot 

new construction at off-base sites, with tranaf,ar of activi

tiee not reQUired at the runway to thtl new eite:a. (Thue on-

base living quart.ere as well as recreational and medical 

centers might be converted to offices as needed, while o!'f

base construction provided housing for the displaced units.) 

Under threat of attack (equivocal alert), :lssuance of 

off-base duty assignments tor all personnel not innediately 

needed; in the event of an air raid warning, recall o! person-

nel, not to the air baae, but rather to of!-basj~ assembly sites. 

Effectiventee. The increase in the probability of low per cent casual

ties as a !'unction of the distance personnel are froro. an A-bomb aiming point 

i• illustrated in Fig. 1. 

At a dietance 
medium-eize 

of four miles from the aiming point of a/ bomb (about seven miles for 
very large 

a/ bomb), personnel are virtually sure of suet,Lining caeualtiee lea1 
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than 10%. A large CEP ( 5000 ft.) was choeen for thie: illustration since a 

given degree of safety will be round further from the1 aim point for inac-

curate bombing than for accurate bombing. 

The effectiveness of off-base housing is dependemt on its distance 

from the aim point. So long as the enemy places prin~ry emphaeis on air-
' 

field destruction, off-base housing will not become an aiming point, 

particularly if it is not concentrated. 

Cost. The cost or utilization o! houeing in local towm and villages 

(including some subsidization of native housing development) is minor. 

For air bases at which personnel facilities have not yet been constructed, 

the additional cost o! building facilities off-base instead of on-base is 

the coet of procuring. additional real estate (about S,50,000). If the 

houeing construction hae been completed on baee, building similar facili-

tiee off base would cost an additional ? million dollars per wing. 

Lead Time. The simplest measures -would start tc, remove personnel from 

bases within six months. However, replacing on-base facilities with orr-

baee facilities will involve delays of about four yes.rs. 

Long-term Effectiveness. Larger enemy A-bomb stockpiles and yields 

increase the risk to personnel at military installat:i.ons and hence the 

reQuirement for off-base housing may be expected to :increaee in the future. 

Conclusion. Simple measure to diaperee personnel facilities away 

from primary military targets should be included in the wing defense 

strategy. Further, the facilities development program should be oriented 

toward providing personnel !acilitiee and working qu1.rters, wherever poesible, 

some distance away from air bases as part of the wing defense strategy. 

This study does not justify the abandonment ot existing on-base facilities 
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and construction of similar facilities at dispersed locations because of 

the l!ong lead time and expense. 

0.t'f-bue Materiel Stol"&g! 

Puryose. Ref. 9 demonstrates that, oTer the entire range or bomb-CEP 

combinatione examined in this etudy, there is a •ubatantial risk of heavy 

damage to each claes of materiel. A need therefore exists to remove from 

vulnerabli b&8e storage all materiel which is not in constant use in pur-

suing the wing peacetime n;ission, 

S:!!J?le Implementation. In the short-term, dispersed off-base storage 

points could be d.-Veloped for materiel not inmediately required tor peace-

time on-base activities; in the long-term, those wing activitiee which do 

not have to be located adjacent to an airfield runway could be deployed 

off-base. Thia long-tenn a<>lution, however, inTolves construction lead 

timee longer than the time span of this study as well as coating large sums 

of money; it ie therefore concluded that the latter measure is in!e&aible 

within the terms ot reference or a 1955-58 base leYel defense strategy. 

The sample short-term solution involves establishment or off-base 

supply points under ving control for storage of strategic reserYes, sup-

plies that are not required for current issue, equipment that 1s used 

occaaionally on base, emergency-disaster supplies, and duplicate iteJDIJ of 

critical wing equipment such as aircraft starters. Storage facilities 

could be obtained by rental of existing warehoueeB and sheds where they are 

available, or construction or facilities on rented, low-Talue property. 

In the latter case the facilities construction could and should be of a 

low coet type, in..-olving as little as drained hardstands or pierced steel 
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plank with tarpaulin covers, and no ioore than concre1;e or asphalt hard-

et&nde supporting light frame sheds. From the standpoint ot concealment, 

first class warehouses are completely unde1irable. 

As an alternate to fixed warehoWJea, barges would make eminently 

suitable supply point facilities. The canal ahd rlvor system ot France and, 

Western Germany is euch that these barges could be l<>eated within a. !ew 

miles of any base in the central sector o! USA.FE. Moreover, these barges 

could be moved !rom time to time during p•ace in ord4!r to conceal from the 

en•IJY the exact location ot our supply pointe. In v.irtime the barges 

could be moYed about so .J.8 to keep them near to the combat units as the 

latter shirt from baee to base. Barge security is e<!Lsier and cheaper to 

maintain than warehouee security since water provide:!! an effective sub-

stitute for fencing. On the other hand, the cost of a barge facility 1• 

greater than that o! a simple fixed storage facility. 

A partial Ust or materiel suitable for ot!'-baae storage might include: 

strategic reserves o! vehielea, machine guns and barrels, 50 ca.liber anru-

nition (part), jato, 5" HVAJl'~ pylon fuel tank.a, oxygen, aircraft engines, 

tires and other spare pa.rte (except thoee required on base for iillJl8diate 

issue), part of fuel trucks and trailere, he&yY construction equipment and 

runway sweepers when not in uee, emergency ration., bomb handling vehicles, 

reserve stoeka of parachutes, personal flying gear, clothing and bedding, 

bomb dollies, coxnpreseore, electrical generators, aircraft jacks, hoists, 

and dollies, field kitch4tna 1 medical suppliee (disae.ter kits), contamination 

measuring equipment, emergency fuel !or vehicles, tAmts, cots and sleeping 

bags, supply records and catllogs, etc. 



Effectiveness. Location of the off-base wing supply point five to 
even a very large 

seven Jt.ilee off base makes it ver-y unlikely that/ A-bomb 

aimed at the runway will damage the supply point ae shown in 

Pig. 1, since wing materiel ie more resistant to atomic bomb-damage than 

exposed personnel as described in Ref. 9. Several supply points around the 

base could be developed to prevent any one point from becoming of eufficient 

value to draw A-bomb attack. Moreover supply points can readily be made 

difficult to identity from the air. On the other hand, the task of adminis-

tering and securing materiel is more difficult if the materiel is dispersed 

than it it is concentrated on base. The risk of sabotage, especially under 

wartime conditions is greater. However, this latter risk appears prefer-

able to the wholesale destruction expected at an air base attacked with an 

atomic bomb. 

~· Off-base storage can be provided for an initial expenditure o! 

from 1% (!or open storage) to 8% (for warehouse construction)*of the cost 

of the materiel stored and for an annual expenditure or about 2% to 3% of 

the cost of the stored materiel. The annual costs include warehouse rental 

as well as pay and allowances !or security and maintenance personnel not 

available from wing resources. 

Very roughly, the materiel stored might be approximated by the eauip-

ment and part of the supplies to be transported under a ioovement plan or 

* B&rge storage,,baeed on a procurement cost of $80,000, a net storage 
capacity of ao,ooo cu. rt. and an average value of $40/cu. rt. for 
stored materiel would require an investment cost of roughly 10% of the 
value of stored materiel. Annual coats would be roughly the same ae !or 
warehouse storage. 
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about 300 tone per wing.* Based on an average value of $2.00 per pound, 

this materiel ~oste about $1,200,000. The initial cost of providing off

base etorage facilities is about 5% of thie figure or $60,000. The annual 

cost of this measure is estimated as 1~% of the cost of stored materiel, or 

about $18,000 per year.. In addition, a four acre vehicle park appears de

sirable. Based on $0.55/10. ft. !or a PSP hardstand and on $2000/acre as 

the cost of land, the vehicle park would cost about ~~100,000 initially; 

annual coste would be somewhat less than for the matnriel storage facili-

tiee. In very rough terms then, off-base storage represents an expenditure 

of about $160,000 initially and $30,000 per year per wing, lese the value 

of any abandoned structures for other uses. 

In addition to the monetary cos~ this defense I™'asure involves a 

considerable burden of inconvenience. It means a.ddi tional record keeping, 

troublesome materiel surveillance and maintenance, additional transport-

ation, etc. 

Lead Time. By leasing existing racilitiee this measure could be put 

into effect in about one year; more elaborate eteps (procuring land and 

preparing PSP open storage up to warehouse construction) would take longer 

times (up to three years). 

Long-term Effectiveness. Off-base supply pointn increase the number 

o! potential military targets and therefore they tend to counter the effect 

of increasing enemy stockpile of A-bombs. The advent of larger and larger 

;yield bombs, however, increases the distance between separate military 
• 

installations required to protect one from a bomb aimed at another. 

* P'rom Appendix B. Includes all materiel for 1st ec:helon movement (Table V) 
and all materiel except amnunition and jato for 2nd eichelon movement 
(Table VI). 
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However, insofar as fewer large yield bombs can be obtained 

from a given stockpile of fissionable material tha.n sma.11 yield bombs, 

thie measure will require an increasing expenditure of enemy fissionable 

material either in number or in yield of A-bombs. 

Conclusion. Oft-base wing supply points should be established and 

developed as rapidly as possible, s~rting with steps that can be taken 

in the shortest possible time. 

EVACUATION 

The previous sets of defense measures deal with removing from an air 

base those resources which need not be located there in peacetime. Es-

sential wing resources which are in daily peacetime use on the air base 

obviously cannot be stored off-base. The purpose of the measure to be 

discussed is to protect these resources by means of an evacuation plan 

that, if executed, will remove them to a sate distance from the air base 

before D-day bombing, in response to an air raid warning. Air bases 

presently have evacuation and movement plans; these plans, however, require 

one or more hours be.fore movement from the base can begin. Fig. 2 shOWB 

an illustratiTe case of the range of net warning times (time between 

general alert order received at base and the enemy bombing) available to 

the various air bases in the NATO complex. These times are based on the 

most faYorable assumptiena about the alertness of the radar screen and the 

rapidity of warning transud.ssion times to air base, together with extension 
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Net• warning in minutes 

Distribution of number of bases vs. warning time 

*Net warning time means the number of minutes after general alert 
order reaches base until enemy attacks base~ assuming optimal 
operation of radar detection net and subsequent decision to declare 
Go Ao Oo NATO bases include USAFE bases 0 

Figo 2 - Illustrative case of net warning time for NATO bases 
assuming an augmented radar system 
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of the planned NATO coverage to reuedy present deficiencies.* The lower 

graph in Fig. 2 shows the number or NATO b&see having warning times in 

each of several intervals; i.e., there are 16 bases having warning times 

between 31 minutes and 40 minutes. The upper curve shows the total number 

or bases having less than a particular warning time. From it we note th&t 

about halt the bases have less than 4Q minutes warning and roughly one-

tiftp of the bases have less than 20 minutes warning and this is under 

the most favorable warning assumptions. 

nus very limited period for base evacuation requires an overh&uling 

of base evacuation plans in order to do something useful in the time avail-

able. 

Concept of D-day Evacuation 

Eeeentia1 components of the wing combat ~tential requiring evacu-

ation are aircraft, pel"8onnel, and materiel. The limited time available 

for action rem.tires that planning be in complete detail, feasible within 

the expected warning time for ea~h air base, thoroughly known by every 

man on the base, frequently practiced in wing strength as well ae by sub-

ordinate units, and the results of the practices critically rel'iewed and 

evaluated by wing as vell as higher command by means of check lists and 

evaluation reports. 

* Por a discussion of radar warning times and the factbrs which affect 
it see Ret. 4. Ref. 12 eX&Jnines the effectiveness of evacuation in terms 
of the actual warning times that bases may have which is beyond the scope 
of this paper. The data tor Fig. 2 is obtained from Ref. 4. 
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Flyable aircraft will evacuate by air. Unfiyable aircraft will be 

towed oft base it warning time permi te. Mission-ready, flyable aircraft 

may proceed with the initial combat mission; non-mie1!!ion-ready, flyable 

aircraft will orbit in a predesignated area until noUfied either to return 

to home base or to redeploy to one ot several preplanned alternate air 

bases. 

Personnel evacuation will be by vehicle to seYei:-al pre-designated 

off-base assembly sitea. Off-base personnel will not be recalled to base 

but go directly to assembly aites. On-base personnel not required for air-

craft or materiel en.cuation will leave base imnedia1;ely after air raid 

warning. Personnel required to remain on base for alrcraft or materiel 

evacuation tasks will either be provided with vehiclt1s for evacuation Gr, 

as a last reeort, with shelters near their duty statlons. 

Materiel evacuation is limited to vehicles or m!i•teriel previously 

loaded on vehicles. Hence, provision for storage of essential materiel 

in vehicles is a necessary part of a successtul evact~tion plan. This pro-

vision is aleo vital to rapid wing JIX)bility, as disc~~e9d later. 

The concept o! really rapid evacuation generatee. a requirement tor a 

new kind o! alert. At no time in the no.nu&l pursuit of peacetime activi-

ties ie a wing ready !or evacuation. Hence, under pr~sent operations, if 

an eYacuation order ie giTen, precious time is lost in making preparations 

to moye. In order to capitalize bn the full effectiveness o! evacuation 

aa a wing defense measure, the wing must be ready to move aa soon as the 

evacuation order is given. Maintaining a wing in readiness for evacuation 

necessarily interferes with accomplishing the peacetime mission and hence 

ie a state that can be undertaken only occaaionally and tor short periods 
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of time, when the risk of attack is great. Ref. 2 contain a discussion of 

alert and warning et.ates. This etate of wing readiness for evacuation in 

order to survive atomic attack ie termed "Military Survival Alert". Some 

epecific requirements for this alert state are generated by the following 

discueaion of the potentialitiee of a rapid evacuation plan. 

Aircraft Evacuation 

Aircraft evacuation depends jointly upon runway capacity, pilot 

aTailability, and aircraft starting rate. 

Rumray and taxiway capacity appears to be the least critieal limit-

ation on evacuation with ratee as high ae 4 aircraft per minute for IDF 

and tighter-bombers.* By prepositioning some aircraft at the hsad of the 

runway (Zulu aircraft) eome 60 aircraft could be evacuated in 15 minutes, 

or under the off-base parking scheme previously discussed, the on-base 

complement of about 30 in-commission aircraft could take off in about 

8 minutee. Accomplishment of such ide&l take-off rates requires carefully 

planned ground tra.f fic routing of taxiing aircraft in order to provide 

smooth now into the runway. 

Aircraft starting re~res a trivially short time. Each combat 

squadron has the organic capacity to provide 8 to 10 three-man starting 

te8Jll8 each eouipped with a starter. The crucial problem in evacuation 

timing appears to be an SOP which will proYide B auch three-man teams 

llterallY sleeping under the wings of combat aircraft. Underground shelters 

ehould be provided for the starting crews. 

A corollary condition for an effective aircraft evacuation plan is the 

SOP•s which will keep a la.rge number of aircraft ·ready to start at all 

* Re!. ?. 
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times. Some obvious procedures are rapid refueling, rearming, post!light 

inspection, mandatory repair inned.iately after landing, and positioning 

aircraft on the parking pads in the take-off position. Major inspections 

and maintenance that is normally po9tponed until rnaj<>r inapections are 

scheduled can be broken up into groups of tasks that can be performed a 

little each night. Night time combat squadron maint~mance has the dual 

advantage of; (1) unbuttoning some aircraft and hence rendering them un~ 

flyable during the night when the risk of atomic attack is probably lees 

than that during the day; and (ii) o! keeping personnel capable of start-

ing airplanes among the parked aircraft at night. 

Pilot availability represents the deatest poterltial eource of delay 

in aircraft evacuation, and the most difficult to ove1reome. Even under 

the oft-base parking scheme, one-third or the total llring complement or 

pilots would have to be only minutes away from aircraft at all times in 

order to fully exploit the evacuation capacity o! the air base. The 

practice of maintaining an alerted (Zulu) squadron with 6 e.irpla.nes at the 

head or the runway, ready to take-off, partly solves this problem. An 

additional 15 pilots, ready for duty, are required to be at their aircraft 

within five minutes after alert is sounded if all aircraft are to be evac-

uated. To avoid waste motion, personal flying gear (helmet, mask, para

chute) must be available at the airplane. Further, at the road entry to 

I 

the squadron area there must be a pilot controller to direct pilots to ready 

aircraft. The smooth operation of his function depends upon the maintenance 

of an up-to-the-minute etatus of the flyable airplane:! and their precise 

location in the dquadron area. 
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Aircraft flying at the time of alert will not return to base until 

after the attack. Armed aircraft in the air at the alert signal (or 

taking oft after the alert signal) will report to the TACC tor control or 

proceed to a predesignated target; unarmed aircraft will move to the orbit. 

area and land when tuel is exhausted, or after the attack, at predesignated 

alternate airfields unless the home airfield is declared und&Jllaged. 

The potential aircraft evacuation rates attainable under a plan euch 

as described above are summarizad in Fig. 3 for several al.ert states. The 

three alert states considered are: 

No alert which ie the normal peacetime disposition of a 

wing, say, on a Sunday afternoon. Twenty pilots and some air-

craft starting crew are scattered on the baae,,primarily at 

quarters or recreation&l. facilities. 

S<zHadron alert in which one squadron is in a high state 

of readiness for eTacuation; 6 aircraft are located at the head 

of the runway, remaining flyable aircraft are in the squadron 

parking area with pilots for them divided between the ready ehack 

and locations in the souadron area from vhieh_they can reach 

their airplanes in rive minute&. Pilots and starting crews for 

the remaining flyable aircraft are all on base and locatad within 

ten to twenty minutes travel time from their aircraft. 

Wing alert in which a ready squadron is maintained as in 

Squadron alert, and the relllAining two squadrons keep pilots and 

starting crews avail&ble on short enough call that their air-

craft can be evacuated without loss of time as soon as evacuation 

ot the ready squadron is completed. 
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A time and motion ana.l.ysie of the sequence of ennte t.aki.ng place 

during eYacuation reeulte in the specific values for evacuation schedules 

,9h<nm in P'ig. J. The values derived from this analyeis are summarized in 

Table II. 

The No Alert evacuation schedule of F.ig. 3 repriesents the leaet-ready 

state of the wing during off-duty hours: during duty hours (and in the 

abeenee of alert), a more rapid evacuation schedule •:ould be achieved than 

the No Alert schedule but less rapid than the SquadrQn Alert schedule. 

The total number of aircraft aYailable for evacuation is _greater under 

Alert than under No Alert, because of the increase o~r in-commission rate 

ae one alert action. 

tinder the oft-base aircraft parking defense meaaure discussed above, 

the early part or the eTacuation schedule shown in F~Lg. 3 would apply 

until all flyable aircraft are evacuated. 

Personnel Evacuation 

Success o! a personnel evacuation plan requires vehicle transport-

ation for all evacuees. Excluding pilots, aircraft utarting teams, per-

sonnel on leave, And special purpose vehicle drivers,, about 1500 people 

require evacuation during duty hours or about 900 during off-duty houre. 

Private ears can be used during duty hours to evacuate about 800 people. 

Wing organic vehicles have the capacity to Lift other evacuees with a 

comfortable margin. Fig. 4. compares the evacuation rate that might now 

be expected at an air base with about the fastest rate that could be 

achieved by meticulous planning and praotice. 

The accompllehJllent or a rapid base evacuation schedule r9quire1 

a coordinated., smooth traffic flow of personnel into Tehicles and.of 
:• 
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vehicles off-base to the assembly sites. Some necese:ary procedures to 

achieve this are: 

Driv&rtt located near vehicles and vehicles locahd in vicinity or 

passengers. 

Rapid assembly of passengers at vehicle loading areas. 

Route planning for on-base and off-base traffic which will elimi-

nate traffic delays. 

Driving training in rapid (40 KPH) close-order travel. 

SOP's for en route passenger pick up, and for remval of stalled 

vehieles from road• so as not to delay the mainatrea.m tr&ffic flow. 

Vehicle maintenance, inspection and operating SOP's to assure rapid 

starting and reliable operation during evacuation. 

Personnel discipline to assure that evacuees are equipped with 

combat and surYival gear. 

Some or the details of eTacuation planning and computation are given 

in Appendix A. 

Materiel E'Yacuation 

Effective eTacuation of personnel and aircraft pre•erves't.heae re-

sources, along with the option of returning to their bue and rehabilitating 

it i! neceeea.ry, or alternately deploying to new s1 te1s from which flying 

operations can be resumed. Some materiel reeourcee m1'1st also be evacuated 

it !lying operations and rehabilitation are to proceed rapidly. 

A.1 with pereonnel, the evacuation ot vehicles and their cargo requires 

careful planning and training i! it ii!! to bo completed in miniJnUDl time. 

Consequently, any materiel that is to be evacuated sh<>uld be preloaded on 

vehicles, and wheeled equipment such as ground-powered eQUipJnent and 
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trailers should be attached to their prime mover in order to avoid un-

necessary delays. The lift capacity or those general purpose vehicles 

not required for personnel evacuation ie am&ll (of the order of 100 tons). 

Hence, only the most critical items of supply and equipment can be pro

tected by evacuation. In the next section mobility defenae measures are 

considered which preassernble critical supplies and equipment in vans, thus 

increaeing the effectivenees Of materiel eT&CU&tion. 

Detailed planning and practice is alao required to make drivers 
I 

readily available to vehicles, for. rapid starting and reliable operation of 

vehicles, tor route planning, vehicle parking, and driving which enables 
,. 

s!IX)oth, rapid traffic flow; separate routes should be uaed for materiel 

evacuation and for paesengere. Fig. 4 is approx:ilnately correct !or epeed 

of materiel eTacuation in vehicles as well as !or personnel evacuation. 

Discussion of Effectiveneee 

Under the most effective evacuation procedures and a military survival 

&lert, bases which have 30 minutes* or more net warning time can essential-

ly complete evacuation; baaee with le88 than JO minutee warning will part-

ially accomplieh evacuation. Comparing Fig. 2 with Figs. 3 and 4, it is 

seen that under the particular warning situation illustrated, about t~o-

thirds of the bases can complete an idealized eYacuation plan while the 

remaining one-third of the bases will be in various stages of partial 

evacU&tion at the time ot boab drop. The real worth, however, o! evacua-

tion !or defense of combat potential mu•t await a more compreheneiYe 

anal.y'81a at t.he theatre level u ahown in Bet. 12. 

* For light bomber winp, ott-bue parking ia required it aircraft eyaeu-
ation is to be completed in 30 minutes. · 
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Nearly optimum effectiveness or an evacuation plan can.be achieved for 

short periods of alertness during which the normal ))4t&cetime activities 

are discontinued to the extent necessary to permit pi~eparednaee tor rapid 

eTacuation. Hovever, it is not feasible to maintain a ving at all times 

in this state of readiness and still accomplish peacu1time training and 

maintain peacetime iooral.e. Therefore if evacuation ls to provide effect-

ive defense against atomic attack, a new Military 3UJ"Vival Alert must be 

instituted to giTe the wing time to prepare for attac:k before it actually 

occura. 

Lastly, ~he effectivenese of an evacuation plan is vitiated i! it 

results in saving critical wing reaourcee at the expense of so disorgan-

izing them that they cannot be moYed and reaseembled rapidly ae a combat 

sortie producing unit. Orderly assembly of evacuated. peraonnel and mater-

iel involves predesignation or off-base asaembly sit.ea, scheduling of 

what resources go to each eite, conmunication between sites, and post-

evacuation planning. Thie last is envisaged ae concerning movement either 

back to the evacuated base or to another air baae. Mobility requirements 

as complementary to the evacuation plan are diecuesed in the next eection. 

~· The dollar coet o! providing the meaaures specifically discuesed 

in this aection is small. Implementation of these m~lsures changes the 

a rrange:ment and employment of resources preeently ava:Llable to the wing. 

The main cost or this meaaure is in man-hour effort to make the plan work, 

discomfort for wing peraonnel and interruption ot non11&l peacetime wing 

routine. 

Lead Time. About a year's time would be required tor the evacuation 

planning and practice necessary to produce a high eta1;e of evacuation 
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effectiveness. Initi&l benefit•, however, will accrue at the ia1ue or the 

first encuation planning ordere (1. ••, no recall of personnel to baee in 

the eTent or a General Alert Order) • 

Lont=Term EtteotiTe11ees, Evacuation is a continuing and more urgent 

requirement for peacetime military concentration• u the enelllJ" stockpile 

of A-weapons increases. 

Cogcluaion. In the light of the warning timee available to bases 

and in Tiew of the post-attaclc requirements for mobility, it is concluded 

that rapid D-da7 base evacuation should be included as part of the wing 

leYel defense strategy. ! continuing program of evacuation training, 

eurYeil.l&nee, evaluation, and improTement should be undert.&ken at all 

levels ot connand. 

)foreoYer, unite ehould plan and practice a etate of readine1s for 

evaeuatiop including auch actions as readying pilots to evacuate aircraft, 

loading trucks, etc. Obviously units cannot be eontinuouely ready in 

peacetime; yet evacuation cannot be fully euccesetul unleee the unit is 

ready. Therefore~ an urgent requirement exiete tor calling the wing to 

readinell!I at times when the risk of war increases. It is indicated in Ret. 2 

that a Military Survival Alert ia .feasible and will meet this need. The 

theatre-wide et!ectiveness of evacuation and alert is demonstrated in Ref. 12. 

WING MOBIUTY AND RESERVE BA8i STOCKAGE 

Purpo!•· The purpoee or this measure i• to provide combat units with 

the capability of: 

Deploying in lese-than-wing-strength. 

Mounting eorties rapidly from the new locktion. 



Operating indefinitely !ram the deployed posture., 

Moving repeatedly from ba.ee to baee without impeding combat 

operetiona. 
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Need· !or Measure. Evacuation may save aircraft, pe:r15onnel, and 

materiel when a base is bombed; to be ueetul, however1, these elements must 

then disperse among several baaes (for protection ag&:Lnet future attacks), 

llllat move to thHe baaea quickly, and must mount eombilt sorties rapidly 

upon arrival. This requires that unit activities essantial to continued 

combat operation be made ·diapereable and highly mobil1t. Since the enemy 

may reattack unite after movement. a capability for ri,peated JDOVement 

should be provided. 

Winge already have u.:>vement plans, but these pl.ans do not appear to 

be suitable to operating under the co~ tione envieag1td in an atomic war. 

(, 

They are deficient in rapidity of movement, particul&J~ly for the tlsments 
I 

of wing support eesontial to sustaining flying equadr<>n sorties. This 

deficiency arisee b•cauae rlnge operate in peacetime nt fixed sitee in 

which moat materiel resources are stored on the grouncl. Before a move can 

be accomplished the wing must: decide what part or 11:.s materiel re•oorces 

are to be moved, prepare a schedule of movement within the capacity or 

available transportation, locate the materiel to be moved, pa.ck and load 

materiel, wait while materiel movea, unload and unpa.ck materiel at the new 

location, and arrange materiel for use at fixed sites of the new location. 

The concept or nx>billty advanced here requires the reorganisation of 

the wing into seTer&l mobile, indtf:>endent, sel!-suetalning etrike forces 

of combat squadron sise or emallet' and a wing serYice !orce. Th• s~rike 

forces are provided with capacity for rapid moTement nnd with the ability 

to mount sortie• fr-om new. base locations with minimum delay. They conai•t 
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of combat squadron per5onnel and materiel and in addition a stripped 

down echelon of the most essential activities in the wing eupport cate-

gory such as maintenance, transportation, coIIJllunication, supply, etc. 

The remainder (and the bulk) of wing support and wing services com.prise 

the service force which, though m::>vable, is not mobile. In peacetime the 

service force maintains wing equipment and provides services outside the 

capability of the e\rtke forces. In wartime the service force may serve 

to operate wing stocks as a supply point for the strike forces, and may 

even rejoin the strike force to provide services (food, medical), thus 

decreasing the housekeepiag burden assumed by strike forces in the field. 

The mobility o! the strike forces depends upon the storage in vehicles 

of wAteriel needed for essential activities, and upon the use of these · 

vehicles for performance of the activity in both peacetime a.nd wartime. 

For ex.ample, an instrument repair van would be equipped. with the tools, 

supplies, and w0rking space required to perform the most essential instru-

ment repair tasks. In peacetime instruments would be repaired in the va.n, 

supplemented if necessary by a fixed-site instrument repair shop. In war-

time the van ie prepared, at a moment's notice,. to move to another location 

and to conduct all vital instrument repair tasks at the new eite upon 

arrival. 

Illustrative Movement Plan 

In order to fulfill the previously stated purposes of a movement plan 

it is desired to deploy a wing from its peacetime air baee or from evacuation 

sitee to previously unoccupied airfields, dispersing conventional wings to 
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1 equU.ron per airfield and atomic 'Winge to 1/2 squ&dl"On per airfield. 

Dis~rsal airfields are .-•wned to have at least a ~')()() ft hard-surfaced 

runway, ta.xi.ways and hardstands, stored jet fuel and pumping facilities. 

It will be shown that if conventional ammunition, jat.o, and pylon fuel 

tanks are available at the dispersal airfields 1 the 1:.ranaport.ation require

msnt is drsstie&lly reduced. 

!(!Taient. Each strike force (11quadron for HE wd ts, }l&lf-squadron 

for atomic) deploys in four echelons, as followe: 

Ur.en.ft.and pilots. These fly to the new base and await 

the ground echelons. 

First ground echelon. This echelon condai.s or personnel, 

equipment1 and supplies necessary for servicing the in-collllliseion 

aircraft and mounting the tint {or ti rat few) l>ortiea. Thill 

echelon perfor1111 the functions of serYioing and arming the mis

sion aircraft, starting the aircraft, rec•irlng and acknowledg-

ing orders, controlling airfield tra.!!io, providing food and 

shelter for the personnel of this echelon, and providing for 

the transport or these unita. 

Second ground echelon. Thia echelon consists of personnel, 

equip1!18nt and •upplies necessary to: furnieh colllbat supplies 

!or a smaller number o! sorties; transport supplies to the base 

from off-base sources on a continuing basis; perform all except 

· the heaviest squadron and wing maintenance ot aircraft and 

Yehicles; provide minimum services necessary !or continuing 

combat operations (e.g., communication, runway clearance, tint &id, 

etc.); provide 1 ts own food and ehelt.r, and tran:!lportation to the 
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specialized maintenance Tana, procured tor the purpose, and equip-

ped with existing wing and squadron maintenance eauipment. In 

peacetime, these vans are used to perform a portion of the ma.in-

tenance load. 

Third ground echelon (service force). Thie echelon con-

sists or the balance of the wing which i• transportable in wing 

vehicle&. Deployment of this echelon 'lllAT not be performed at 

all, or may be performed in several trips. Thia echelon is not 

absolutely essential !or continued austerity operations but adds 

to the comfort and capability or the combat force, eince it 

contains such elemt9nts as heavy maintenance 9 medical serv-ice, 

food serrlce, installations maintenance, , supply, etc. 

All wing vehicles are required to move the first ground echelon. Part 

of the vehi.lea remain at the new site to support flying activity and the 

remainder proceed to move the second ground echelon (and subsequently the 

eervice force if it 1n0ves). 

!1&tetiel Moved. From Appendix B a gross estimate ot materiel and 

personnel requiring ncvement ie eumuarized in Table III. 

'nle amnunitior;i, jato, fuel tanks, and jet fuel reouirements for the 

fint and second echelons an based on 5 days' supply !or maxjmuro short-

term flying effort and 25 daye' supply for ma.xil1um sustained flying effort 

for the tull complement ot unit airplanes. Of course thie materiel, unlike 

other first and eecond echelon materiel, need not all arrive with the 

echelon but can be scheduled in over the period in which it is used. Tllis 

type of supply is particularly suited t.o long-term storage, and strategic 
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Summary ot Materiel & Pereonn!l Requi..;ring 

Vehicle Tran1portat10n Under a. Wing M2bil:Lty Plan 

Item 

Personnel (No.) 

Min. Materiel Trans
ported (T) 

Strike Force for 
Conventional Units 

(1/3 Wing) 

l!t Gnd.Ech. 2nd Grui.Ech .• 

Strike Force for 
Atomic Units 
(1/6 W1Jl8) 

let Gnd. Ecb. 2nd Gnd.Eeh. 

43** 80 

15# 15 

In addition to the above materiel the follt:iwing supplies are also 

required at dispersal air bases. It they are not pre•toeked, they a.lso 

require mevement. 

50 cal. Ammo. (T) 34 79 17 

Bombs, rockets, etc (T) 128 300 

Jato (T) ti:) 140 30 

Pylon Fuel Tanke (T) 60 140 45 

Jet Fuel (T) (520~* ~1200)* (2tJJ)* 

Subtotal 282 659 92 

*Assumed prestock9d. at the dieperaal base in all cai,es and hsnce excluded 
trom total. 

**In addition all p11ote and comnfand personnel are W>Ted by air. 

# Includes some 50 caliber umunition, pylon fuel tank1 and jato for 
1st sortie. 

40 

72 

108 

(620)* 

220 
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reserves necessary to preetock reserve bases are !or the most part avail-

able in depot concentrations. 

Vehicle Requirement, f2r Movement. Based on Table III and on the 

fact that a 2! Ton 6 x 6 tl"Uck with 2 trailers can lift about 8 tone, 

moTing a. run wing complement or materiel, less the bulk of fUel, ammu-

nition, jato &id pylon tanks, requires about 11 truck and trailer loads 

tor the first echelon, and 10 truck and tr&iler loads for the second 

echelon. 

Although a wing is equipped with enough vehicles in conmission to lift 

this materiel, there is a. concurrent requirement to transport 600 to 700 

men. Moreover part of wing vehicles are required for f'i?'8t echelon move-

ment ta.ska on the new baae (ammunition distribution, resupply hauling from 

adjacent supply points, etc.) and are not available tor second echelon 

interbase movement of personnel and materiel. If rapid mobility is to be 
I 

accomplished some of the wing vehicles must be preloaded in peacetime 

with first echelon stocks, partJ.cularly etrategic reservee and emergency 

supplies. As part of the mobility plan, a requirement ex:hts for houling 

essential maintenance actiTitiee in vane. The dispersal of wing activities 

to several sitee results in eome d.ieeconomies ot operations involving 

some increase in transportation requirements. 

An analysis of the traneportation and mobility requirements of the 

strike force (see Appendix B) indicates that some augmentation of the pre-

sent wing complement of vehicles and equipment is reQUired. Considering 

the concurrent demands of mobility, a reasonable estimate of wing &U8lJ19nta

tion from Appendix B,includee the equipment listed in 1'able IV. This list 
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assumes that conventional ammunition, jato and pylon fuel tanks are pre-

stocked at alternate air bases, and do not require JllOVement in wing 

vehicles. 

From Table III ammunition, jato, and pylon tanks weigh from 10 to 20 

times as much aa all other first and second ground echelon minimum materiel 

combined; jet fuel, in additien weighs about twice as nru.ch as all11lllnition, 

jato and pylon tanks. MoTement of the finit 5 days' supply (excluding jet 

fuel and A-bombs) alone requires io6 2} Ton truck and trailer loads for 

conventional wings (69 loads !or atomic wings). I! ·this materiel is to be 

moved with the strike forces, a very substantial complement of 2~ Ton 

' trucks and trailers would haTe to be added to the vehicle inventory listed 

in Table IV. On the other hand, thie type of materiol is well suited to 

long-term storage at dispersed locations with a mini111um of surveillance. 

Materiel of this type could be obtained from theatre stock, particularly 

strategic reserves now located at occupied airfields and depots, so that 

reaerve base stockage does not represent a substantial increase in coet to 

the theatre. The same arguments as apply to ammunition, jato and p7lon 

tanks hold even more strongly for jet fuel. Consequently, jet fuel, 

ammunition, jato, and pylon tanks should be prestocked. at or in the vicinity 

ot reserve bases in order to reduce the transportation requirements neces-

sa.ry to move a wing. 

Rapidity o! Sortie Response. Under the concept <>! wing mo bill ty 

developed above, sorties could be mounted from a stocked reserve air.field 

in about 2 hours plus road travel time, after the moveament order is gi van. 

Road travel time tor the tint echelon will require about 1 hour for each 
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Additional No. of Iten:s Reguired per Wing 
Item 

2~ Ton 6-xb Trucks 

2~ Ton Trailer (P-2) 

40 Ft. Low Bed Trailer & Tractor 

A-1 Motor Fuel Trailer 

M-6 {M-27) Bomb Service Trucks 

•ans (Maint. Shops) 

Crash & Fire Trucks 

Runway Sweeper 

Aittcra!t Starters 

Spare Sets - Airfield Service 
Eouipment 

Conventional Wings AU>mic Wings 

22 13 

80 11 

12 .3 

4 8 

4 8 

24 24* 

3 6 

4 8 

2 8 

15 24 

".l 6 _, 

* Aesuming joint use by two nearby airfields of each specialized maintenance 
van. 
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20 miles traversed.* Consequently,. moves of 10 to 100 miles rlll cauae a 

delay o! 2! to 7 hours in wing combat operations. Once !lying ie resumed, 

full or nearly !'ull eortie capacity can be maintained indefinitely pro-

Tided the wing can be resupplied at 1 ts new and dispersed locations. .!2!: 

ato!!j..c operations, the rapid and sustained sortie reisponee provided by ~ 

movement plan 1m1st be matched by an equally rapid eup,ElY of operational 

atomic weapons to the resene bases. Wing mobility generates a critical 

requirement upon the support sy5tem for rapid and florlble wartime 

resupply. 

Discussion of E.f!ectivenese 

Without this measure, the usefulness of aircraft and other materiel 

and personnel compelled to move from. an air baee wouJ.d be extremely res-

tricted. Presumably, the pereonnel, equipment and supplies for arming and 

eerrlcing aircraft could be loaded onto general purpc11se trucks and dis-

patched to the alteniate air base. The aircraft and pilots could !ly there 

with no difficulty. Under these conditions, the !iret sortie might be 

launched from the new baee with possibly no llX>re than a few houret dela7 

tor disorganization, over and above the time required under planned mobility. 

The chief difference between planned mobility and unplanned m>vement 

appears in the continuing eortie capability. The limited haulage c&p-

ability of the unplanned unit is inadequate to haul combat supplies and, 
, 

simultaneouely, to move the aircraft maintenance acti-v-i~y; the sortie cap-

ability of the unplanned unit therefore drops practic11:1.lly to zero within a 

very ehort period ot time bec&u&e of lack of combat s1ipplles, or becaWJe of 

* 20 MPH is about double the averags of World War II convoy speed but ie 
probably achievable for emergency travel of the firet echelon. 
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lack of aircraft maintenance capability to restore aircraft which go out 

of eervics. With planned mobility, the sortie capability of the mobile 

unit ie only ~lightly less than the capability of the unit on its present 

baae. 

This measure is dependent upon sufficient D-day warning to permit 

evacuation; the measure alBo increaees the effectiveness of evacuation. 

As pre'rlously discussed, materiel evacuation ie limited to vehicles and to 

supplies and equipment al.ready loaded in vehicles. Under normal wing 

operating conditions, only a small part of critical wing materiel is ~~ile 

and hence evacuable. The 10C>bility plan outlined here provides mobility for 

a full complement of critical materiel that is not preatocked outside the 

peacetime occupied air base. The measure prOTi.des protection _and offensive 

capability after the initial enemy attack, but the effectiveness JM.y be 

reduced 1! the enemy has the capability or mounting large-scale, repeated 

attacks upon the alternate bases. 

Cost. The coat of providing mobility for a wing (J eauadrons) of HE -
fighter-bombers is estirnat~ as follows: 

New maintenance vans: $440,000 

Additional service equipment 
(aircraft servicing; airfield 
support): 189,800 

Additional cargo vehicles: ~65,()(X) 

Total Wing Augmentation: $994,800 

Transportation & Depot Stocks 304,000 

or about fl.J million per wing. 

Annual costs, conei•ting of maintenance and repair of equipment, a.re 

estimated at about .20% of initial eoat of vehicles, or 19.22 mi,.llion per 
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The cost for augmentation of the six halt-squadrons of an atomic wing 

is about the same aa tor an HE wing. The HE ammmition handling a.nd trans-

port capabilitr is not required, A-bomb sup-

Plf 
is provided by another organization. 

Hcntever, 
/ t'he coet differential due to the absence o! the amnunition act-

ivity 115 absorbed in proTiding additional equipment to support the greater 

dispereal. 

Lead Time. The time to fully implement this measure is estimated as 

Lt ;rears, as f ollowa: 

USAFE approval: 

Wing pl.ans, preparation 
of requirements: 

USAF budgetary cycle: 

Procurement or equipment: 

Unit trainings 

4 months 

4 mnths 

18 monthe 

12 months 

10 month• 

4 years 

A leas ambitious mobility pl&n following the concept outlined above but 

•1'>loying current resources could probably be instituted within 18 IJ¥>nths. 

Long-term Etteetiventsa. The measure loses effectiveness as the 

enemy's capability to reattack the alternate bases with A-bombs increases. 

On the other hand, the next genere.tion of weapons (VTO aircraft, zero 

length launchers) will no longer depend upon the availability of fixed 

bases vi.th long runways. These new weapons are coneequently better adapted 

to defense by dieperaal and moTement than today's aircraft. However, as 
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the en•ID1' stockpile inereuH, disponsal alone will lose ite effective-

neee. Ultimatel.y the survi.Tal of a tactical air force will depend upon 

its ability to deny the enemy information as to its operating sites. To. 

achieve this defense, new weapons systemJ9 must also develop the capability 

of rapid and frequent movement or small, independent units. 

Conclusion. It is concluded that the establishment within the wing of 

strike forces of squadron strength or smaller with the capability for rapid 

lllObility and independent operation constitutes an important part of wing-

level defense strategy-. Prestockage of a reserve base complex with jet 

fuel, aJrlllW'lition, jato, and pylon fuel tanka ill required to eliminate an 

unwieldy and costly supply train from being attached to the mobile atrik• 

forces. 

The preYious wing-level detense measures are intended to prevent 

resources essential t:o conibat sortie production from being exposed to 

atomic at.tacks on air ba.aes. This section deal.a with measures which decrease 

the damage sustained by the.resources left behind on peacetime air bases. 

These may include combat.-.ssential. resources inadvertently left on the base 

at the ti.Jne of attack, as well as combat-usef'ul resources that are intent

ionally exposed becau~e of difficulty of removal (for example, POL, the bulk 

of other supplies, airc:r-aft starting creWl!I and the runway-taxiway system). 

Defense measures in this class deal with stepa to mierepreeent the 

military value of a target in order to divert attacks from xoore important 

to less important targets; with device8 to increase the enemy's bombing 

error; and with on-base dispereal and bomb resistant storage to decrease 



the expected destruction. 

Base Level Deception 

In order to deny the enemy sure information both as to the function 

and ouantity dt military activity which an air base support-e, measures are 

proposed,which will misinform the enemy as to the value of air baee targets. 

Def a.nee measures in this category are intended to overload the enemy intel

ligence collection, communication and evaluation system by increasing the 

quantity of intelligence which ie made available to the enemy espionage 

net, and by releasing information of a confusing, contradictory, and changin~ 

character. 

Without knowing the target priority ranking which the enemy will use, 

we can be sure such a priority system exists and that the enemy will not 

commit A-bombs to attacks on targets of whose military worth he is not 

reasonably sure. Measures intended to deceive the enemy will at best delay 

attacks or cauee attacks to fall on less Taluable targets, and at worst 

force the enemy to commit A-bombs in ouantity indiscriminately to low and 

high valued air base targets. 

Meseures in this category have not been explored in the study and 

hence cannot be evaluated here. However, some promising steps are: 

Elimination of extenial markings from all NATO 

fighter-bombers to conceal nationality and unit identifi-

cation. 

Distinctive m&rkings of part of NATO tighte?'-bomber 

force, both conventional and atomic. 
' Announced deployment of atomic llnite to airfields not 

intended !or wartime use. 



Treatment of buildings and anmunition igloos on convent-

ion&l air b&!lee to make them appear like A-bomb storage &nd 

procesaing facilities. 
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In general th• measures listed are low in coat and involve ehort lead 

times. Their effectiYenees is limited principally to enemy attack with 

limited A-bomb atoc}cpiles when they divert attacks from our atomic bases. 

As the enemy conmitment Ir A-bombs approaches the number of air bases 

involved in a spoofing maneuver, the protective value of these measures 

decreases. 

Increased Enemt Aiming Error 

In order to increase the average miss distance or enemy A-bomb drops 

and hence increase the aYerage survival of resources on base, measures 

should be taken which vill contuse the enemy bombardiers. 
small Atomic bomb aimed 

In Ref. 9 it is developed that a/ with 1500 foot 
medium eize 

CEP is generally more damaging to an air base than a/ bomb aimed with 
large 

a. 5000 foot CEP, and is nearly as damaging as a/ bomb aimed with a 

5000 toot CEP. Hence measures which upset the enemy's aiming accuracy sub-

etantially increase the base chance of survival. 

The effectiveness of various devices for increasing enemy bombing 

error has not been investigated. It ie not easy to aseese the effect ot 

sJlk)ke, visual and radar cam:>uflage, anti-airdraft fire, etc. Hence the 

expenditure of considerable sum.a on such devices cannot be justified on 

the be.sie of this study alone. However, it is concluded that low cost 

measures giving even a sma.1.1. expectation or disturbing the enemy's aim 

should be undert-1<en as part of the wing level defense strategy, in view 
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of the eubeta.ntial decrease in damage that may result. 

On-base dispersal is intended to increase the average survival of 

materiel on an air base by locating eto~ in those areas of an air base 

least likely to be within lethal range of an A-bomb blaet. 

Hard, bulky, securely-packaged supplies and equipment could be stored 

at several locations just inside the air base fence line and at points most 

remote from the center of the runway and from the air base technical area. 

Materiel so stored might include spare engines in shipping containers, 
•·· 

reserve oxygen stocks, drwns o! aviation and nx>tor fuel, canned field 

rations, part o! bulky and securely crated aircraft supplies, construction 

machinery, auxiliary electrical. power plants, etc. Storage on PSP hard-

stands with tarpaulin covers would be adequate tor most of thie materiel. 
An analyeie was made or 

the da.mage sustained by materiel of various hard-

nessee when located at the aim point and when located 4000 feet away from 
From the analysis it appears 

the aim point~ that this meaeure ie ineffectiYe againet 

large yield bombs, ehowe only a small improvement !or inaccurately aimed 

bombe (5000 foot CEP), and is very effective against small bombs accurately 

aimed. This comparison, however, OTeretates the effectiveness of the meas-

ure since materiel storage at present is somewhat removed from the probable 

aim point, and since fence lines* of USAFE bases are generally close to 

exieting buildings so that unused ground veil away from the runway center 

and the technical area is scarce. Flying squadron hardstands in both 

* Actually the base property lines. 
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SHAPE standard and British airfields tend to be well removed from the. air 

base aim point and probably are reasonably effective as on-ba5e dispersal 

sites. 

Materiel so stored, although protected from blast damage, is subject 

to a varying time of denial from radiological contan~nation from surf ace 

burst A-bombs. Such dispersal provides continuing wartime protection 

against conventional air attack. 

The initial cost of providing dispersed on-base storage facilities 

ranges from 1/2% to 2% of the value of the materiel so stored for pierced 

steel plank hardstands or shed storage. The cost of providing 30,000 

square feet of additional dispersed storage {roughly 1/4 the average air 

base warehouse area), assuming half PSP hardstands and half sheds (a 

rough average oost of $1/sq. ft.) would be about $JO,OOO per wing. Annual 

costs are negligible. Construction lead time might involve 6 months to a 

year using air force construction facilities available at the base. 

The defense effectiveness of this measure will decrease as the yield 

of A-bombs increases. Nevertheless it is concluded that this measure should 

be adopted as an interim measure for some items until better protection, 

such as off-base storage, can be provided. Moreover it.should be adopted 

for peMIJA.nent defense of materiel which is not suitable for protection by 

more certain measures. 

Bomb Resistant Materiel Storage 

The purpose of this measure is to decrease the loss rate for such 

critical materiel as must be retained on an air base by housing it inside 

bomb resistant structures. 
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Part of base supply of aviation fuels and amnun:ltion is presently 

protected in blast reeist&nt etorage (underground st<> rage tanks and dirt

revetted concrete iglooa). This protective meaeure j~e most appropriate 

for materiel that must be stored on-ba.se, that will he required after a 

bombed b&ee is rehabilitated, and that cannot be pro1~ected off-base. Some 

specific applications are: 

Burial of aboveground fuel tanks.* 

Replacement of bolted eteel tanks or drum-Btored etrategic 

reserves of fuel with underground t&nks.* 

Construction or a standard axmrrunition igloo at each combat 

squadron area for storage of aircraft starters, hand tools, 

spare parts, ground powered equipment, airfield aervicing equip-

ment, aircraft test ecruipment, etc. when not in active uee. 

If atomic bombs are to be stored on an air base, they should be pro-

tected in bomb resistant shelters euch as ammunition igloos, located near 

the base perimeter and on access roads leading away from the air base eo 

that they may be salvaged quickly in the event the ai:r base has been attacked. 

5 To indicate the effectiveness of this measure, ~Lg. shows &n illuetra-
medium eize 

tive case (materiel located at the aim point for bomb; CEP • 5000 foot) 

ot the very aubetantial reduction in loss to several classes of materiel 

when it is kept in igloo type shelters instead o! in the open (or in light 

frame buildings). Similar improvement in survival ree1ults for materiel 

located at a distance from the aim point and for diffe1rent yield bombs 

* Fuel tanks should be at dispersed locations on base1 as well as buried 
in order to take advantage of the conseouent decrease in the probability of 
destruction or radiological denial. 
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One serious dieadvantage is that, although preserved, the materiel is 

in a bl.a.at-devastated area which may be severely contaminated with radio-

active material from a ground burst A-bomb. Hence the materiel preserved 

will not necessarily be available for i:amediate use. 

. .. 

~· A 40 1 x 20' igloo coste about $15,000 to construct; annual 

coats are negligible. The provision of th~ euch igloos per airfield (one 

per com.bat squadron area) would cost about $50,000/wing.* 

In June 1953, plans were laid to replace drum-stored strategic reservee 

ot fuel on 8.ir bases with bolted steel tanks, suit.able for aboYeground 

inst&ll&tion'.!>only. Thie modification was planned only for continental 

baee•. Ir instead or two 10,000 BBL tanks, a 20,000 BBL underground tank 

system were installed the coat per base would be about: 

Cost of underground installation 
(including tanks, fitting•, 
installation) 

Lese value of two 10,000 BBL tanks 
• $42,000 

Net cost per baee 

$504,000 

AA.OQQ 

$420,000 

Lead Time. Mod.i!ication of planned fuel storage construction from 

aboveground to underground can probably be accomplished in 6 months to a 

year's time; construction of blast resistant storage will take about l~ 

* The cost of euppliee and equipment that could be acconmcdated in 3 
igloos is about $200,000. Hence the cost or igloo protection ie about 
25% ot the coat of the materiel protected. It is noted that bomb-reeiet
ant storage is relatively more expensive than off-base storage (by a 
factor ot 10). In the sample implementation igloos are provided only 
for materiel whose tactical value is critical and which must be stored 
on-base. 
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years if USAFE funds can be made available for this purpose. 

Conclusion. Limited on-base bomb resistant storage should be included 

in the baee defense strategy. New construction of air base bulk fuel 

storage should be underground and existing aboveground bulk fuel storage 

should be p~ced underground as soon as practical. In the process of 

construction or revision, the fuel storage sites should be dispersed 

around the air base. Blast resistant structures such as standard ammuni-

tion igloos should be constructed at each combat squadron area for storage 

of limited ouantities of critical aircraft servicing materiel that must be 

continuously used on baee and that is not evacuable. 

Airplane Revetment.8 

Airplane revetments effectively protect aircraft from flying frag-

ments that characterize conventional air. attack. A successful enemy 

s traf'ing or bombing attack sortie has as high aa a 40% chance of killing 

or d&Jn&ging an airplane parked in the open on an airfield as shown in 

Ref. 17, Appendix A. 

Revetments provide defense only when they contain airplanes, and 

empty revetments on an airfield represent de!en!e nv:mey waeted. It appears 

then that the number of revetments provided on an airfield should be such 

as to house the aircrart expected to be at a base during a campaign involv-

ing conventional air atta.cke and in locations where the aircraft will spend 

most of their ground time. If war plane call tor diapersal to one aquadron 

per air baae, 10 to 12 double revetments per base will house practically 

all aircraft. 



Theee might, for example, be located: 

Maintenance equadron area 1 

3 in each aircraft dispersal area 9 

Runway access area (for Zulu A/C) ~ 

Total 12 

The probability of killing or seriously damaging a tactical airplane 

in a revetment* is about 2/3 to 1)2 that o! an airp1ane parked in t.he open 

under fragmentation bombing (and about J/4 the kill probability of unre-.et

ted aircraft under a 30° dive angle strafing attack••). Thus the provision 

or revetments will reduce the destruction and damage from conventional air 

attack by 25% to 50% of that suffered by aircrart parked in the open. Data 

on the protective effect or revetments against A-bomb attack are incon-

elusive, but they indicate that protection is at best minor. 

~· The cost or a 2-airplane revetment of a 1~ype proposed. by USAFE 

is about $30,000 or 3% of the cost, of the F-84'e or F-86•s which could be 

protected therein. ·At 12 revetments per air base tM.e defense measure costs 

initially $360,000 per air base and about $J5,000 annually for maintenance. 

The cost of the aircraft eaved by this defense mea.sur~ would pay for the 

revetments if as t'ew as 4 to 8 conventional sortiee aucceee!ully attacked 

the base. 

Lead Time. One year approximately employing either contractors or 

aYiation engineers in view of the planning progress made by US.A.FE. 

Strategic Life. So long as the enemy places some reliance on con-

ventional attacks on air bases, this measure retains :its effectiveness. In 

* Ref. 17 
~"'* Re!. ll 
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view or the increasing enemy stockpile of atomic weapons, revetments muat 

then be considered ae having a short-term strategic life. 

Conclusion. Aircraft revetments should be provided in sufficient 

ouantity to house the &ircra!t which are expected to operate for the cam-

paign after D-day. They should be on the base where the aircraft are 

expected to spend ground time during the campaign. 

Slit Trenche1 and Personnel Shelters 

Slit trenches and pereonnel aheltere protect personnel on base from 

flying missiles, blast, heat, or gamma radiation from enemy attack with 

atomic W98pons.* Casualty rates, particularly under atomic attack, are 

unacceptably high for pereonnel in the open or in light frame buildings. 

Rer. 9 (Fig. 8) shows that the simplest type of shelter provided by fox

holes c&n decrease casualties to 1/3 the rate experienced by unprotected 

personnel, . and that a somewhat more elaborate shelter will further reduce 

casu&lty ratea to about halt that sustained by personnel in foxholes. 

The base-level defense strategy places primary reliance on getting 

people off base before the A-bombs fall, so that ~lit trenches are pro-

vided as a safety device in case the more effective evacuation measures 

are not taken as plAnned. HoWeTer, in order to accomplish effective evacu-

ation of airplanes, Tehiclea, and personnel, a small number of pereonnel 

must remain at their duty stations until the last minute be!ore attack. If 

these people are to be asked to stand by·their posts and work until the 

last minute, it seems reasonable to furnish shelters in the iumediate 

vicinity of their duty station that will provide a high probability of 

* The pretection afforded by ell t trenchea to personnel under conventional 
attack ie well-known. 
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Ae a sample implementation of the personnel defense concept, slit 

trenches or foxholes* sut!icient to accon:modate all base personnel and 

about four feet deep could be dispersed around the air baee in the vicinity 

of personnel in both duty and oft-duty location8. In a.d.dition, ten-man 

underground shelters should be provided for conmunici:i.tion personnel., tower 

etperators, air police directing evacuation tra!t'ic, aircraft starting 

cre'W'S, anti-aircraft gunners, etc. Each shelter** coneista of an under-

ground reinforced concrete shell, covered by a minirm.llll of four feet of 

compacted earth and reached by way of a ramp. No ventilating system or 

blast doors are provided. A minimum of fourteen such shelters would be 

required per air baee as follows: 

Location 

Combat souadron areas 
(2 ea. sq.) 

Wing and group hea.dquarter8 

Communication building 

Control tower 

Air Police center 

Three air base gates 

Total shelters 

Capa.ci ty 

Number 

6 

2 

1 

1 

1 

...l.. 

14 

140 people 

' * The World War II personnel shelters still found on USAFE bases in the 
UK are about ae effective shelters against A-bomb attB•Ck as slit trenches. 

** Designs for shelters of' thie type were prepared ir, USAFE Hq. in 1953· 
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Although personnel in underground shelters and foxholes are protected 

from the inned.iate eftect.8.of eurface burst A-bombs, aa radioactive part

icles fall from the cloud, su?"Yivore in these sheltere will become sur

rounded by a field of radioloCical contamination through which t.hey will 

eventually have to pass. In the meantime, they will be subjected. to euch 

radiation u pasees through the earth and concrete walls of the 1helters. 

Baaed on the effects or earth in attenuating gamma radiation, 

underground shelters will reduce the radiation received 

by personnel t.o no . .,re t.ban 1% of that received in the open• foxhole& 

reduce radiation exposure to about 10% of that received in the open. 

Personnel very close to ground zero in either type of shelter become 

easualties from ground shock, overpre~1111ure, heat, and gamma radiation, any 

one of which is severe enough to produce casualties in spite or the pro

tection afforded. Pereonnel very remote from ground zero, 

escape becoming casualties even if unprotected. Personnel who are situated 

at positions intermediate between these two extremes of distance from the 

explosion, are the ones that are saved from becoming immediate casualties 

by sheltera. These survivors are faced with the problem of how long to 

remain in their shelter and vhat escape route to follow, if subsequent to 

the initial effects of the bomb they are not to become casualties from the 

residual radiation of a surface burst atomic attack. 

To minimize exposure to gamma radiation during escape from ~helters, 

the shortest path through the leaet contaminated areas should be followed. 

A minimum exposure escape path conaequently would be away from ground zero 



and upwind or crosa-wi.nd. Determining a low exposur~• escape path re¢nie 

that protected pereonnel have a reasonably good eetilnate of which direction 

the impact point llee from ~heir shelter and which wa.y the wind was blow

ing at the time o! attack. 

During the tall-out period, the longer escape b delayed, the higher 

will be the radiological dose received by e15eaping p1treonnel. Once fall• 

out il5 eubst&ntJ.al.17 complete, the actual radiation 1a.ccmnulated during 

eecape deereaeee rapidly as escape ie postponed, sin~~• the inteneit7 of 

radiological contamination or the escape path decays with time. 

However, while 

sheltered aurviYon delay their escape they are cont:Lnually abeorbing ga.ana 

radiation, although as previously not.d at a lower rilte than would be 

uperieneed in the open; the dose rate in the eheltei~ also deore&eee with 

tinie ae the surrounding contamination deeaye. 

A reliable eetimate or the beet waiting time cai:mot be made because 

o! the uncertaintiea and variability of the contamination pattern, 

medium ei11e 
Baaed on an illustrative contamination pattern for a - - ---

bomb, sheltered personnel surrlTing initial atomic ettects would have to 

remain in their shelters for a period shorter than tl~ days to minimise the 

risk of becoming caaualtiH &a the result of reeidual cont&min&tion from a 

aurrace buret atomic bomb. 

In order !or •heltered eurrlvors to select a sa:re time to escape in 

each aituat.ion, it 18 neceHary that they know at lea.et approx:i.mately th• 
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total dose that they h.aYe reeeived, and the rate at which the;r will con-

ti!lue to acc\llllUlate mere radiation it they remain in the shelter or i! 

alternatel:r they run for it. Consequently doaimeten and radiatien in

tensity measuring devices should be provided for personnel in eheltere if 

their chances of escape are to be marlmi.sed. Instructions o! air baee 

personnel in the use o!' radiation me&suring equipment and in standard 

.. cape procedure are equ.all.y essential to obt&ining the greatest protect-

ion froa pJ!l'OVid.ing personnel eheltera. 

Coat 9t SU t TrenchH. Baaed on machine ~aY~tion coat of $1/ cu.Jd.. 

and 2 cu. yd.11. excavation per man, slit trenches for 2000 lien would cost 

about $4<X>O/bas• il'd.Ually. J.l..loving lll&intenance coet or complete recon

struction twice a year,an annual cost o! perhaps $8000 is anticipated. 

Provision er slit trenches on an air baee can save up to 1000 men from 

becoming caaualtiea on an air base. The coat of providing thie defense 

is about the same aa that ot training two a.innen, while the coat ot train-

ing a single pilot ie e(!U&l to the. cost of Jn&intaining the slit trenches 

tor 6 :years tor the entire air b&se complement.. 

Copt or Undermund .Shelters. Shelters con•truoted o! prefabricated 

:reinforced concrete •ipe burled underground can be cenatructed !or about 

$2000 each or t2e,ooo per air b&ee for the 14 locations noted &boTe. 

Maintenance cost might run t4000 per base per year. 

Lead Tille. Six nontha to one year would be required to effect this 

change. 

l:gps Tera Uteetivenese. Larger yield bombe that may be used in the 

future deerease the effeetiTmeas of slit trenches and shelters u de!911se 
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measures. The decreue in personnel caeualtiee reeulting from provision 

of shelter, howeyer, even when an air baee is attacked vi th large yield 

bombs, &• dieeusm9d in Re!. 9, cl&Hi.f'iea thie measure ae one vi th long"!! 

tenn value. 

Conclusion. Slit t"'1lche• and underground shelt~ns ehoµld be pro

vided •t.::all USAFE bases ae part of the wing level defense strategy. 

Slit trenches should be proVided in sufficient number to accommodate all 

baee personnel in the event that evacuation fails; underground sheltere 

should be provided for pereonnel who have duty etations on air base dur

ing air attacke, such 1h1lters being located in the immediate vicinity of 

the duty stations. USA.FE personnel should be indoctrinated with the neces

sity or availing themselves or the provided protection under atomic 

attack. 

Baee Reouperstion arter Atta.ck 

The purpose o! this mH.Sure ie to increase the Cllpabilit;r of the 'Wing, 

aided if possible by ATiation Engineer units, to resU)re A-bombed baeee to 

serviceability. The denial ot air b&8es reeulting trc>m atomic attack and 

the wartime requirement for di•pensal of strike torce1' placee a premium 

on the rapid recuperation o! this vital el8JI18nt of wing sortie potential. 

The wing service toree (diacuaeied in the preceding ohlLpter) is the logical 

group to be assigned to this task. 

Suxple Implementation. It is proposed. that the e1errlce !C1l'c• and 

particularly the Insta.11.&tione Squadron of coJnbat winE:s plan and practice 

the actions necessary to recuperate an A-bombed air bll.se. Theee plane 

should conaider •uch environmental factors as: the va.rioua patterns of 



deatruct.ion and contamination likely to·be encountered.; the condition or 
roadways; the presence or dead or wounded in demollahed buildings or else

where on tbe base; the availability of supporting manpower, vehicles, or 

heavy equipment at the base; housing and subeietence conditions likely 

to be encountered; other aeti'Yitiee being conducted simultaneously on the 

base. Pl&ns developed to recuperate the base should include eueh topics 

as: policies for the location of temporary housing, :meaeing, hospital, 

control, parking, and other areas; a schedule of action !or the survey &nd 

marking of contaminated. areaa, recovery of wounded, a.seignment ot able

bod.ied survivons to taaka, suppreaaion or tires and quelling of panic, and 

survey of extent of physical. damage to the base; a schedule or action for 

the clearance of roadwaya, runways, ta.xiwa79, and minimum esaential oper

ating area.e, the salvaging ol aircra!'t, vehicles, and other equipment, and 

the restoration of essential utilitiea; plans and· policies for the select

ion and sequence of recoTery operatione to be performed, for the control of 

trat!'ic into and out of contaminated areas, tor the protection ot workers 

exposed to conta.mination, for the conduct of decontamination ot runways, 

roadways, aircraft, vehicles, and other equipment, and for the diapoea.l ot 

cont&minated waste. 

The above plans should be accompanied by full-scale practice during 

peacetime, 1n order to assure efficient operation under wartime conditions. 

Eftectivenees. This me&8Ure will aseure that eubstantia.l nUJ11bers of 

damaged air bases are retumed to combat serviceability with minimum delay, 

and hence it provides protection of wing combat potential after the initial 

attack. The etfectiTenese of this measure is increased by off-base storage 
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ot rehabilitation supplies and equipment to protect 1~hem from damage 

during the initial attack. The number o! b&eee recuperated by this meas

ure depends not only upon the number or baees attack•td, but also upon the 

number and yield of bombs employed in the attacks, etnce a heavier weight 

o! attack may generate a larger clean-up problem and longer denial times. 

Very large bombe may create contamination and damage 110 high that bu• 

rehabilitation is impractical. 

Coet. The coat ot planning base recuperation iEI not estimated but 

i• assumed to be low. Peacetime practice may involve1 moderate dollar costs, 

and in addition will require interruption of normal peacetime operationa of 

the baee. 

!_.!ad Time. The time required to implement this measure is estimated 

.. app~tely 1 year. 

Long Term E!'!ectiveneu. With increasing yield of enemy bombs this 

measure becomes less effective. For the time sp&n in vhieh air forces 

depend upon runways to mount combat eortiee this meuure retains apprec

iable defense value and must be claseed as a long-terru measure. 

C<>ncJ..ueion. Air bate recuperation planning and preparation, suit-

able under eonditione of atomic attack, should be included in the wing-level 

defense strategy. 
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Having described the characteristics of a number ot defense measures 

intended to reduce wing ..-ulnarability dr~tically, let ws now sUDm&rize 

the salient cha.racteristice of this set ot measures. 

Inditldua.1 measures preafe part of essential wing resources or 

make them available for rapid sortie response. A complete set of essent-

ial resources Jltuat be available if the combat potential of a wing ie to be 

realized. 

*- Heyce, the winc:level defense strategy ie a 

packan o! inttrreJ,ated. mutualli oupoortipg defense 

meaaures. No one measure alone protldes·significa.nt de-

fews!, On the other hand, deletion of any mea.eure from 

tbo vbola atraLna i:eaultq in a partial ot:i:at.017 that may 

well be impotent. 

Different measures in the defense strategy require different lead 

timee tor implementation. If all mea.surea nruet be implemented before a 

succeeaful de!enee ie achieved, the lead time for the strategy is determined 
' 

by load time of the individual measure requil"ing the longest time tor imple-

mentation. 

* Part of the defense strategy can be implemented in six 

mon~hs, By $11Ploy:!.ng interim measures. the entire strategy 

could bt implemented in one to one and haJ.! ~are, Full and 

copiplete implementation may be delayed ae long ae 4 years. 

' * lwplement&tion of the defense etrategy reguires an 

1nj.tial expenditur§ of about f3,QQQ.OOO and !P annual expendi

ture of about 170Qa(X)() p€r 'Win8• Thie fXP!nSe is in addition 
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oper~ting coat of an undefended wing. 
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In the foregoing discussion we have displayed the effectiveness of 

individual measures in preserving various wing resources and making them 

readily available for combat use. The increase in se>rtie potential that 

would result from implementing the defense strategy has not been estimated 

in this paper. 

* Evaluating the offectiveness of the defonse strategy 

is deferred to another report, Ref. 12, in ordei· to take into 

account signi,ficant factors (such as ene.!I)Y strategy, warning 

s.nd alert, air defense, theatre-wide friendly forces, etc.) 

outaide the scope of e. wing level analysis, as well as the 

factors contidered here. 
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Observation of traffic flows at air bases, particularly those at 

q.rl.tting time, indicates about 30 minutes would normally be reouired for 

all bue personnel to clear the air base gates in the event of an evacu-

ation order being given. The resulting traffic congestion would add 

about JO minutes travel time before the last eTacuees could reach a safe 

point five miles from baee. The net warning timee are .so .. short that this 

evacuation schedule would result in vef7 heavy caaualties. In this sect-

ion an idealized evacuation pl&n which would be effective in reducing 

o&a1uUt.~•• ..ie dav.elattped together with some of the procedures necessary 

for rapid evacuation by vehicle. 

Personnel Requiring Evacyation 

Roughly 1800 people (90% of the 2000 people assigned to a base) will 

be scattered around the air base during duty hours. After duty hours about 

1/3 of the people leave, reducing the base population to roughly 1200. 

About 35 pilots and 75 ground crewmen required for aircraft evacuation do 

not leave base by vehicles. In addition about 150 men (2 drivers per 

vehicle) will be reouired to evacuate 8pecial purpose vehicles and addition-

al teams will be driving trueke &nd trailers loaded with n~teriel for evacu-

ation. Hence a maximum of about 1500 people will reouire evacuation during , 
duty hours and about 900 during off-duty hours, excluding those involved in 

aircraft and vehicle evacuation. 
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Paesenger Capacity o! Vehicles 

A minimum of 200 privale passenger vehicles* wili be on base during 

duty hours; the private cars belonging to people livlng on base will be 

neglectsd as an "vacuation resource. Assuming a four-passenger capacity 

for private vehicles, about 700 people during duty hciurs &nd 900 during 

off-duty hours are therefore dependent upon organic (wing vehicle) trans-

portation. 

Assuming an 80% in-commission rate for organic Yehicles the following 

personnel lift capacity obtains, starting with vehicles which are leaet in 

demand tor other evacuation tasks. 

Vehicles 

Buses 

Starr Care 

Weapon Carriers 
8 Passengers, l Driver 

Jeeps (15 available for evac.) 

2! Ton 6 x 6 
20 Passenger8, 2 Drivers 

Passenger Cumulative 
CaEacitz CaEacitz 

&J &J 

40 100 

270 370 

60 430 

660 ,1090 

From the above table it is seen that all vehicles up to and including J/4 

or the 2! ton 6 x 6•s are required for evacuation dut~ng off-duty hours, 

and nearly half of the 2, ton 6 x 6•s would be used during duty hours. If' 

the number o! personal vehicles on base were substant.ially greater than 

assumed, the reouirement on organic transportation wc1uld be reduced and 

some 6 x 6•e would be released fc:>r materiel evacuaticin. Roughly five pas-

senger cars haul as many people as a 2~ ton 6 x 6. 

* Assuming the 600 people living of! base drive 3 tc1 the car to and from 
the baee. 
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During duty hours the traffic problem involves eYacuation of about 220 

organic vehicles (special purpose as well as personnel carriere) and 200 

private cars. This traffic must be routed over the two to four main two-

lane roade normally giving egre1s from the base. 

Personnel evacuation involves the following steps in seauence after 

the air raid alert is given: 

Movement of passengers, drivers and vehicles to loading 

sites (including dressing if at night). 

Vehicle loading. 

Vehicle BK>vement into main evacuation route. 

Travel on main route to established safe distance. 

Ma.in Route Travel. Three main routes should be provided for personnel 

evacuation.* FA.ch route should have a single unobstructed lane extending 

from some point at or near the base perimeter to an assembly area five miles 

distant. No curves or other obstructions should prevent continuous speeds 

up to 40 MPH. All vehicles should be able to travel at least 40 MPH and to 

accelerate at lsaet l! MPH per second. 

Entry spacing is about 4 eeconds per vehicle.** Personnel evacuation 

requiree roughly JOO vehicles (day) and 120 vehicles (night) to be evacuated 

* A fourth main route should be reserved !or special purpoee vehicles and 
materiel eYacuation. 

** The assumed 4 second entry spacing is dictated by the main route vehicle 
capacity. 4 second vehicle spacing is selected as an intermediate value 
between 2.1 second spacing of civilian autos in peak parkway traffic (19) 
and 7 second spacing for routine army truck convoy operations. The 1elected 
value allows for a limited number of minor traffic delays (stalled engines, 
slowdown o! Tehicles on the main route). 
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by the combined use or J routes. Hence, minimum entry time for the convoy 

into the evacuation artery is about 7 minutes (day) 1tnd 3 minutes (night). 

Estimates ot travel time are as !ollo'Wfl: 

Average Speed Time to Cover Estimate of Normal Running 
(MPH) 5 Mi. Course (Min.) Speed to Produce AYerage (MPH) 

15 20 20 

20 15 27 

30 10 40 

40 7, 55 

The urgency of reducing travel time makes the r:Lsk of high normal run-

ning speeds acceptable, up to about 40 MPH, so that under ~deal travel condi-

tiona a 10 minute main route travel time could be achieved. 

Vehicle Movement into Main Evacuation Route. lfoarest vehicles will be 

parked just oft the ma.in routes and hence with negliE~ible travel time to the 

main route. The most remote vehicles may be about one mile away er four 

minutes at 15 MPH average. I.f the start of each main route is close to the 

centroid of the vehicles which will travel on it, th.ls travel time will 

occur simultaneously with the entry delay for early eLrriving vehicles so 

that these two tiJ.nes overlap. It is noted that this maximum travel time ie 

a little lese than the duty entry time into the eTacttation artery but roughly 

twice the off-duty entry time. 

Passenger loading time !or vehiclee is trivial ranging from perhaps 10 

seconds for passenger automobiles to less than a minute for JO passenger 

buses. 

The time for &Hembling vehicles, drivers and pa.ssengers is the most 

difficult to estimate, the most variable, and the most subject to contusion. 
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To minimise the time inTolved in this step requires careful and detailed 

planning of the following activities: poeitive notification to all person-

nel of evacuation orders; time in starting evacuees to vehicles; travel 

routes for evacuees from location at time of alert to vehicles; position-

ing drivers in Tehicles; starting vehicles; and matching vehicle capacity 

to evacuee requirements. 

Generally the assembly procedures are that drivers shall be close to 

vehicles, and that the distribution of parked vehicles (or their on-base 

travel routes) shall be similar to that of evacuees. During off-duty 

hours the assembly problem is fairly easy because of concentration of per-

sonnel in the barracks area, but is delayed by arousing and dressing time. 

It is estimated that with freouent drill and effective planning the first 

personnel would arri.ve at the loading area three minutes a~ter the avacu-

ation siren sounds, peaking to maximum rate by the fifth minute and tailing 

off at the end of ten minutes. During duty hours, vehicles and p&0ple are 

widely scattered and hence require µiore travel time on foot; on the other 

hand, they do not have to awake, dress and assemble emergency equipment.* 

However, a man c&n easily dog trot one-half mile or one-third the length 

of the runwa.7 in five minutes (6 MPH). No one should need to travel further 

on foot. The evacuation of buildings containing a relatively large number 

of people (e.g., mess halls, headquarters, and barracks) will probably 

require between ! and li minutes** for the last man. These evacuation times 

* For example, gas mask, helmet, firet aid kit, film badge, firearms, etc. 

** This is based on school lire drills for one and two story building• 
and 200 childreu per exit. 
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' 
will be extended by the time required to collect eouipment, secure classi-

tied materiel, etc. 
6 

From the above data Fig. displaye an idealized evacuation schedule. 

Under the most rapid evacuation that a great deal ~! pl&nning and practice 

could produce, at least tvwaty minutes net warning time is required to 

protect a substantial part ot the base population. With thirty minutes 

warning, thie measure will be completely eucceestul ·Lmder ideal condi tion11. 

If the number o! people to be evacuated were drastic•tlly reduced, the 

schedule would be accelerated by only a slight amount.. 

In the duty case it is noted that the scheduled entry rate into the 

main evacuation roads is near the maximum. Thie .meane that vehiclee will 

be driving at minimum spacing so.that slow-downs, vehicle breakdown or 

accident.a will be reflected in upstream interference in the traffic flow, 

and _hence the average time of vehicles on the evacuation route will be 

increased. 

MATERIEL EVACUATION 

For materiel evacuation the general purpose lift. capacity ot th~ organic 

vehicles not committed. to personnel evacuation is: 

Vehicle IYPe 
Number in Unit Capacity Total Capacity 
Commission (Tons} (Tons) 

2! Ton 6 x 6 8 - 16 5* 40 - 80 

Tractor-Trailer Combinations 80% Varied 80 

Total Lift Capacity 120 - 160 Tons 

* Maximum since above truck requirements are based o:n a weight-capacity 
llm1.tation. Normallf truck capacity is volume limited so that under evacu
ation conditions a 2~ ton truck will probably hold no more than 2t tons of 
cargo. 
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P'rom Ref. 20 wing equipment, excluding vehicles, weighs about 680 

tons and a 10 day supply replenishment weighs about t.he 5Ame. Hence to 

move this quantity of materiel would require ten tiIIM38 the available lift 

capacity. 

Evacuation plans of a USAFE wing's flying squadron calls for 17 to 19 

tone of materiel to be moved for JO days of operation. Discussion of these 

evacuation plane with fiying squadron personnel indi~::ates that 2 hours are 

required to load the epeciried 19 tons and that 40 m:lnutes are required to 

load the highest priority items in the lot. The min:Lmum time for evacuation 

or unloaded materiel would involve about 50 mnut.tts (10 minutes assembly 

and on-base travel time, 20 minutes for a 5 man crew to load a 2~ ton 6 x 6, 

and 20 minutes traYel to an off-base assembly site). 

From the above it then appears that for the bas4ts in Europa, there is 

probabl;r not enough warning time to load materiel on vehicles after the 

eTacuation alarm sounds. Because of short warning t1me and limited lift 

cape.city, mateM,el evaguation·must be limited to the most critical materiel 

and must customaril.y be atored in sel!-povered vehicJ;.!,!• 

The success of this defense maneuver depends upcm the rapidity with 

which Tehicles can be manned, started and driven off base after announce

ment or an air raid warning. A materiel evacuation plan similar to the per

sonnel evacuation plan must be prepared in detail and practiced frequently 

in coordination with the personnel evacuation plan. Drivers assigned to 

this task must be stationed at their trucks at all times. For example, 

sleeping bags should be kept on or adjacent to the t?"ucks for driver's use 

before alert and for emergency accommodation after e....-acuation. Strategic 
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reeerve vehicles are now kept in close ordered rows in the motor pool. For 

rapid evacuation they should be strategically located about the base in the 

vicinity of the normal on-base storage ~oint for materiel and kept loaded 

with ~iupplies and equipment. Truck-tradtors should be kept hooked to the 

semi-trailers which they will tow. A number of critical maintenance and 

repair activities should be transferred :rrom shop buildings to equipped 

and supplied field maintenance vane, etci. 
! 
I 

I 

SOME PROC.KDURJ;S FOR A RAPID ROAD EVACUA*ON PLAN 

Traffic and Route Planning 

The mission of this planning is to designate or provide a set of 

roadways which have the capacity to carzt evacuation traffic at high speed 
I 

both on base and off baee. Three or morl! main routes etarting from a point 

on or nea.r the base perimeter 1.nd extending to a safe distance point are 

deaired for personnel evacuation. The oµter terminals of these main routes 
' 
' muat have road access to predetermined off-base pereonnel assembly areas. 
I 

The on-base routes should give a.n unobetructed means of converging vehicles 

into the main routes from their normal stations, during both duty and ott-

dut.y hours. 

On-base and oft-base routes should ~e two lane roads of 20 foot minimum 
I 

width for feeder router! and 24 foot mini*1um width for main routes (SHAPE 
' 

standards* specify 18 foot width for on-l:>&se roadways) • Main routes suitable 

tor 40 MPH congested travel are d•sired ~ smooth roadway, turns gradual and 

banked, wide, hard shoulders, "abeence of side obstruction8 (narrow cuts, 

* See Re!. 21. 
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buildinge, bridge railinge close to roadway). Cross traffic, both vehicle 

and pedeetrian, must be eliminated so far as possibler by eliidnating croee-

roads, by non-crossing evacuation traffic flows on ba•se, or as a last 

resort, by traffic direction. Individual roads in the on-base feeder sys-

tem should carry about ·the ea.me traffic loads and di Yide it evenly anxmg 

the main evacuation routes. 

The feeder roads must admit to the main road SY!1tem eo as to permi. t 

attainment of maximum entry, maximum epeed uae of the1 main roade. Hence 

feeder roade connecting to the entry of the main route must permit direct 

high-speed entry into the ma.in route, .or provision fc1r cars to cue up for 

entry (park or low speed movement) without side tra!1'ic interruption.* 

Feeder road entry along the nain route must provide 6• sufficiently long 

acceleration lane for the inflowing traffic to get up to the mainstream 

speed and interleat with the main stream. The main r'Outet• terminal• 

should pl'Ovide dispersal roade or parking space eu!!iciemt to clear the 

main routes without delay. 

EYacuation Traffic Control and Driving Discipline 

Evacuation routes (feeder and main) should be clearly marked. There 

should be one-way traffic on all roads with the RH l.B.ne reserved for ioove-

men~, the LH lane !or entry, and no stopping or pa.rking in either lane. 

Disabled vehicles ehould bo pushed off road by the firet capable vehicle 

* For example, the juncture of two feeder roads shou.ld be a Y, permi. t ting 
enough parallel trcvel of the two routes to interleav-e vehicles, rather 
than a T where the turning and through traffic must a.ltern&tely interrupt 
each other. The Y permits smooth flowing traffic wit.bout a traffic con
troller at the intersection. 
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!olloving. Straggler pedestrians should be picked up at designated pointe 

along routee by vehicles moving to the lJI lane and slowing do'Wl'l. 

The ta.rget road speed.a are 40 MPH for main routes, 25 MPH on base. 

Drivers 1houl.d attempt to maintain 100 toot spacing on main routes and 

60 toot spacing on feeder routee at target epeeds; epa.cing should be 

reduced for lower speeds. 

No pedestrian traffic ehould be permitted on or across evacuation 

routes. 

Drivers entering or re-entering RH lane should accelerate to traffic 

flow speed before entering; following vehicle in the RH lane ehould make 

room for Gntering ve~cle. 
i' 

ilr police should clear off-base routes of all civilian tra!f'ic, 

establish road blocks at all side roads, be prepared to unena.rl traffic 

tangles (wrecks, deliberate sabotage of' roadways, etc.) 

Vehicles in night evacuation probably should drive with lights on until 

they clear the terminal.8 of the main routes in order to attain fast and safe 

evacuation. 

Vehicle P!r!cing and Maintenance Discipline 

Private as well as organic vehicles should be subject to the following 

discipline•: 

Vehiclee should be parked in the innediate Ticinity of personnel 

concentrations and adjoining feeder routes at all timee when not in use. 

Thie includes strategic reserYe vehicles as well as private vehicles and 

organic vehicles in daily uae, wt:d.ck may be required tor p•reonnel evacu-

a ti on. 
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Parking area.a should be scattered around the &1.r bue in such manner 

a. to keep sufficient vehicles in each area to eTacu"te all penonnel in 

that area (or along feeder routes). 

Vehicles should be angle parked, facing into a roadway giving direct 

ace.es to a feeder route for long term parking (two !hours or more); park

ing areas should be emall and arranged !or minimum inter-vehicle interf er

ence on eimultaneous egrese, and eg·reea should requi:re no backing. No 

parking should b& permitted at any time on main or f4:ieder route roadway or 

shoulders 

All vehicles on base should be parked with keye in ignition and all 

doors unlocked. 

All private vehicles entering base should be ch1tcked for fuel level 

over hal.!-full. Any ear with less gasoline should bn required to go directly 

to motor vehicle fill etand and fill tank, with A/P J•esponsible tor compli

ance. All organic Tehicle fuel tanks should be fillod if lese than half

full and not in active use (i.e., at beginning of lunch hours, before quit

ting time, etc.) Compliance should be insured by epc•t checks by the air 

base defenee office; responsibility for compliance should lie 'With each 

driver assigned to vehicle. 

A.11 private vehicles entering base should be periodic8.lly inspect9d tor 

mechanical reliability by motor vehicle squadron mechanics.* Current 

inspection sticker should be required for access to baee. The requirement 

is that every car on base can be quickly started, will have a high prob

ability of running the evacuation course without failure, and is capable 

* It is assumed that all organic vehicles comply by existing regulations. 
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of driving the course at fairly high speeds in close 5pacing with relative 

sa!et.y. A partial cheok list might include: 

Head and ta.il lights operable and adjusted, 

dimmer switch working. 

Battery charged and of adequate capacity for 

reliable start. 

Starter operable. 

Visual check ot major wiring. 

Reliable tires - aome tread, free of cute, and 

at design preeeur9. 

Cooling system free of leake - rleu.&l inspection. 

Adequate b~ea. 

Engine starts easily and de-re1ops adequate power for 

close order driving acceleration and planned movement speeds. 

Running gear reaaonably tight (external inspection). 

Road test indicates vehicle is adequate !or evacuation 

driving. 

Peroonpel Discipline 

Pereonnel must h&ve a specific place to go in order to board evacuation 

vehicles, ths boarding place being specified for each of several locations 

on the base. For axample, residents or a barracks building (Hq. building) 

should go to a vehicle park adjacent; pedeetriane in an open area of the 

base should run to a specified pick up site on the nearest feeder route. 

Specific personnel should be designated. evacuation drivera. About 

twice as many evacuation drivers should be designated as evacuation vehicles. 

EYacuation driTers should train over all evacuation routes, in close order, 
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epee<i drirlng, and should be checked out in operatinEt the n.riety of general 

purpose vehicles planned tor evacU&tion uee. EYacua1;ion drivere should be 

authorised to coillU.lld any evacuation designated vehicle when the evacuation 

order is issued• and proceed down the evacuation rou1;e. Evacuation drivers 

should ride as pa.seengers when all vehicles in their imnediate vicinity are 

manned by drivere. 

Minimum time loading procedures should be dneloped !or evacuation 

vehicles and practiced by all pereonnel. For instance, first people 

entering a pa.esenger bua should fill tlle' rearmost seats and aisle epace, 

subeequent personnel ta.king next seat3 and aisle space forward until bus is 

loaded. 

Vehicle drivers should start engines and tum on lights at night im-

11*1i.ately upon occupying a Yehicle. Vehicles should move into the,na.euation 

route as soon aa loaded, or when no more passengere nre available. 

DriTers for one-third of the vehicles in off-duty parking areas should 

sleep by their vehicles. Sleeping bags should be thJ:-own in vehicle. The 

loading maater should al.so sleep in the area to dire<:t drivens and evacuees 

to Tehiclee. Pedestrian traffic should not croee vehicle traffic during 

evacuation. 

Building evacuation routes should be aetablished and practiced. Build

ings harlng !ewer than one ex1 t !or each fifty peopl•t should be provided 

with emergency evacuation rout.es (chutes). Building ervacuation routes 

ehould terminate at the designated vehicle loading elte. Only the moet 

urgent tasks should be undertaken before evacuation (securing classified 

D1Bter1.al and ea!ee, pulling me.in electrical •wi tches 1, piald.ng up combat 

gear). 



Personal combat and surviTal gear (helmet, gas mask, eide arms, tiret 

aid kit, etc.) ehould be kept at hand day and night (present practice). 

Radiological safety additions such as film badges and anti-radiation drugs 

ehould be included aa emergency ge~r. 

wzNG REX>RqANIZATION AF'lJR .EVACUATION 

The above outlin8d evacuation plan elt1'i•&ges that upon the calling or 

&n air raid alert, aireratt take to the air, while people, vehicles and some 

materiel deploy with utim>et haste, and hence more than a little confusion, 

to aafe areas ot! b&s•. It is proposed to discuss next some aepects of a 

plan which will pennit a rapid reaasembly o! these resources to return to 

the air base if it is undamaged., to set about reh&bili ta ting a damaged base 

if fe&sible, and/or to deploy to other baees or operation. 

The assembly destinations (off-base reorgani~ation and rendetvo\l!I 

sites) muat be determined, surTeyed for facilities (even though access 

cannot be obtained in peacetime, and a command post designated. 

The general requiremente of these eitea include their being a sate 

distance tram the air base and adjacent to a road system which both 181.da 

from the parent bue and givee independent access to potential redeployment 

air basee. They ehould be provided with rudimentary facilities for communi

cation &JOOng sitee, with the air bue co:nn&nd post, with evacuated aircraft, 

and with higher headquarten. Provision should be m&de for harboring, at 

least temporarily and under minimal field conditions, evacuated personnel 

and materiel, for first aid to casualties, and for treatment o! any per

sonnel expoeed to atomic radiation. Provieioning should be 8Uch that the 

eTaeuated force can determine the probability: of being able to return to 
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its own air base and can rnoTe back to it.a air ba•• under its own power .or can 

redeploy to other air bu es. 

Some specific example• of desirable eite characteristics and proTision

ing follow: 

The eite should be located upwind or crosswind* !rom the air 

bue 10 that the drift of fa.ll.-out from an A-bomb attack is not 

likely to contaminate the site. 

It should be located adjacent to enough water, upstream from 

the air base, to provide drinking water and to permit personnel 

and materiel decontamination. 

There should be adjacent civilian building;e which may be used 

tor materiel etorage, housing, first aid stations, temporary shops, 

etc. 

Provisioning should include radio conJnUniciltion sets and field 

wire-type telephones between e1 tee and with base'. 

Clothing, blankets, tentage, and towels ahc>Uld be :stored at 

the sites. 

Provisioning might include K rations and/or field kitchens 

with canned supplies. 

First aid station materiel for comba.t casualties (probably 

suitable for atomic casualties as well), should be stored at the 

eites. 

Ra.diological safety and surveillance equip~ient should be 

provided including .t'ilm badges and processing equipment, radiation 

* Refers to the preT&iling wind direction o! course. 
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detection devices,_ecrubbing brruehes and detergent, protective 

clothing for personnel re-entering potentially contaminated 

areas. 

Motor fuel stored in jerry cans ie required. 

Field and base hospital sitee should be designated. 

together with ambulance transport (trucks in emergency) to 

remove casualties. 

At the completion of the evacuation maneuver the decision to return 

immediately to the old ba.se, and rehabilit&te it, or to move on, will 

depend upon the state of survival of the eTaeuated resources and upon the 

degree of damage and radiological contamination aU1Jtained by the air b.ue. 

A requirement exiete tor an early survey of damage and contamination 

on the air base. Rapid and accurate survey of the base eites requires the 

predesignation and pretraining of da.m&ge and radiological a.asessment te&me. 

These te&lllS should establish SOP for approaching the base from seTeral 

directions eilnult8?1eoualy and for pursuing efficient survey paths through 

their respective area.a of survey reaponsibility. The large ground area to 

be coYered necessitates vehicles to transport the teams; the reQUirement 

tor early transmission of team reports to the off-base conanand posts and · 

for the latter having control or team movel!l~mt suggest the desirabill ty 

of short range radio comnunication between tea.ro and CP. Temporary Signal 

Corps field wire should be stored near the assembly sites. 

On the baeie of damage and contamination reports, the conmander can 

arrive at the deciaion to reoccupy hie base or to move on. If the former, 

the information on the base situation perm.its the CP eta.ft to prepare a plan 
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for re-entering and rehabilitating the base, together· with requirements 

for outsid8 aid. DaJna.ge control partiee can then ret.urn to th• base 

except ae limited by the cont&mination level. 
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The purpose of this appendix is to develop a rough estimate of the 

materiel and personnel augmentation necessary to provide a fighter-bomber 

wing 'With the capability to: 

Deploy rapidly in units of squadron strength or smaller: 

operate indefinitely from the deployed posture; and move 

repeatedly from base to base, with minimum interruption of 

combat activities, and employing only wing resources for 

movement. 

This appendix sets forth a concept ot movement and operations, lists the 

most essential task~ necessary to implement this concept, estimates the 

major resources :required to perform these tasks, estimates the augmenta

tion of wing resources necessary and the cost of this augmentation, to

gether lfi th the delay in mounting sorties ae the result of movement. 

ASSUMPTIONS AND CONDITIONS 

The initial. enemy at\ack may occur while the forces are unalerted, 

under military alert,* or under reinforced alert. 

The fighter-bomber base may be subjected initially either to &n A-bomb 

or an HE attack. 

Certain defenee measures have been taken, _including: establishment and 

* See Ref. 2 for development of Mill tary Alert. 
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periodic practice of a military alert, radar augmentation, the preparation 

o! evacuation plans for combat units, and auxiliary base use plans. 

Initial strikes by the combat unite are so preplanned that only simple 

collllDUllieatione are required to report the condition or the force and to 

transmit etrike orders. 

Alternate airfields are available for deployment of units, each ai:r-

field consisting of at least a runway of 5000 foot mlnimum length, ta.xi-

ways, POL storage, and POL pWBping equipment. 

Conventional uni ts 'Will be deployed in three det,a.chments of squ&dron 

(25 aircraft) strength• 

Detachments will have the capability of moving i:-epeatedly from base 

to base via road with little delay in combat operaticms other than road 

time, and employing only wing transport resources. 

Detachments will have the capability of operating indefinitely on an 

austerity basis from these deployed locations, and of supporting themselves 

from off-base sources of supply. 
I 

Aircraft fly two sorties per day per in-commission aircraft for the 

first two daye after the outbreak of war. one sortie per day thereafter. 

Wing transportation vehicles are estimated to be 80% in-commission. 

Aleo the cargo capacity is estimated. as being about 80% used to allow for 

variations in loading, particularly of bulky and low-density itel118. Hence 

the vehicle reouiremente determined by capacity loads on the in-commission 

trucks, are increased. by 1/2 to obtain the actual number of vehicles needed 

in wing inventory. 
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CQmpoeition. The wing deploYI' its strike forces to several hide

away air base sites U!Sing only wing resources (present resources plua 

augmentation). Each or the strike forces m:>Yes in four echelons, composed 

generally as follows: 

Aircraft and Pilots. This echelon flies to the new base 

and awaite the ground echelons. In case of alert, 50 caliber 

ammunition and empty pylon tanks will be installed on these 

aircraft; if no alert, they will fly without them. 

First Ground Echelon. Thia echelon consists of personnel, 

equipment, and supplies necessary for servicing the in-commission 

aircraft &nd mounting the firet sortie. This echelon is main

tained in peacetime in a condition of rapid mobility. 

Second Ground Echelon. This echelon consists of personnel, 

equipment, and supplies necessary for: funlishing the aircraft 

with combat supplies for a small number of sorties; transporting 

supplies for both first and •econd echelons from off-base sourcea 

on a continuing baeia; performing all except the heaviest main

tenance and repair tasks on aircraft and vehicles; providing 

minimum eervices necessary to continuing combat operations (e.g., 

communications, runway clearance, first aid, etc.) Maintenance 

capability is provided in the form of specialized maintenance T&ns, 

procured for the purpose and equipped with existing wing and 

equ&dron maintenance supplies and equipment. In peacetime, these 

vans are ueed to perfo~ part of the maintenance load. 
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Third Ground Echelon. (Wing Service Force). Thie echelon 

consists or the balance or the wing which ie trt:msportable in wing 

vehicles. Deployment or this echelon may not bf!t performed a.t all, 

or may be performed in severe.l tripe. ThiB echE1lon is not ab-

eolutely essential tor continued a.usteri ty operli~tions but &dde to 

the comfort and ca.pabili ty of the combat force uince it contains 

such elements aa heavy maintenance, medical Bervice, food service, 

inatallation maintenance, supply, etc. 

TASKS FOR THE MOBILE ECHELONS 

FiM1t echelon taeks. The .first echelon will perform the following 

tasks: 

Serv-ice &ircra.f t 

Install pylon tan)f1 in each aircraft. 

Fuel aircraft. 

Oxygen service aircraft. 

~rm - 50 caliber. 

Arm - bombs and rockets. 

Install jato. 

Inspect, perform minor a.djuetments (ha.net tools). 

Start aircraft. 

Receive and aclmo"Wledge orders. 

Control airfield traffic. 

Provide food and ehelter - emergency re.tio115 and tent housing. 

Transport materiel and personnel for above tasks. 

Provide motor fuel for move. 



Second echelon taeke: 

F'urnish few days' Jreeupply of: 

Food 

Ammunition 

Jato 

Oxygen 

Pylon tanks 

Aircraft and vehicle,epare parts. 
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Maintenance of aircraft and vehicles (frequent tasks, beyond 

capabilities of hand tools; infreauent or veey heavy maintenance tasks not 

included). 

Airframe maintenance and repair. 

CommuniCAtion and electronic maintenance. 

Engine build-up and change. 

Instrument, electrical, and hydraulic mirlntenance. 

Armainent repair. 

Vehicle repair. 

Runway clearance and aircraft recovery. 

Fire, crash, and first aid service. 

Minimal communication-operating, repair, and construction. 

ProTide food and shelter - emergency rations and tent housing. 

Transport&tion !or initisl movement. 

Provide rotor fuel for move. 

Supply support of first and second echelon (transport of 8Uppliee 

from off-baae sources on a continuing basis; on-base transport). 
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RBHUIR»!m~ FOR FULL MOBlIJTY WJ;TH NO PRESTQCIUNG OF ALTERNATE BASE§ -

Q.OOYPTIONAL WINGS* 

Under the full mobility concept, the first echelon is kept ready- for 

instant movement, after assembling men and a few veh:lclel5. Vehicles do 

not require loading before moving: all materiel is preloaded on vehicles 

which are then de&dlined ..... in a specified area; extrE~ vehicles are procured 

tor this purpol!le eo as not to impede the peacetime operations of the wing. 

Vehicles which do not require materiel loading (jeepe:, bomb service trucks, 

etc.) are not deadlined but are perm.itted. to remain :i.n service about the 

bue, since they m&y be ueembled rapidly on coDJMJld. Such vehicles are 

parked in the specified ,assembly area when not in actual use. This echelon 

JDOYee 1 teelf in one trip and carries with it pereonne1l, 11&teriel and sup

plies for mounting one sortie. It has the capabilit~· or moving to and 

operating from a base ooruiieting only of a runway ( 5(00 foot minimum), taxi

ways, POL storage, and POL pumping equipment. No supplies or equipment are 

prsatocked at these bases, other than bulk-stored jet. fuel. 

The second echelon baa the capability otrmo"ting itself in·one trip by 

borrowing vehicles from other elements o! the wing as neeeesary. Vehicle• 

!or this echelon are not preloaded. and deadlined, but remain in service 

about the base until preparation for deployment is ordered. Maintenance 

capability ia furnished by ma.i.ntenance vane equipped and supplied for main

tenance of various types of materiel (A/C, C &. E, armament, etc.) These 

vane a.re equipped with maintenance equipment now in existence in the equadron 

* Logietics and costing information is drawn from Refs. 20 and 22 thru 28. 

** Re•erved for movement and not available for other uses. 



and wing• and are employed in peacetime to perform part of the maintenance 

load. 

This echelon carries with it supplies for three more sorties, plus 

the capability of continuoU1Jly eupplying the unit from off-base sources.* 

An alternate mode of employing this echelon (a nw:>de which becomes necee

sarr on the second move, from the first alternate base to the next alter

nate base) is to dispatch the vehicles required for off-base supply support 

unloaded, not to the next base, but to a supply point or other source ot 

supplies and thence loaded to the next base. 

The augmentation required to make the first echelons of all three 

squadrons mobile, under the concept of full mobility is set forth in Table v. 
Augmentation required to make second echelon mbile is set forth in 

Table VI. 

Summ&ry o! costs of augmenting wing for full mobility (no preatocking 

or alternate bases): 

Firat echelon costs 

Second echelon costs 

Total Wing Costs o! Augmentation 

$ 376,700 

l,042,000 

$1,418,700 

These costs may be broken down functionally as follows: 

N.w equipment bought and deadlined (for mobility of first echelon) 

Oxygen trailers 8,800 (0 if no deadlining) 

Bomb service trucks 32,000 

Bomb dollies 5,400 ($1800 if no dead-
lining) 

Hand too le 12,000 (0 if no deadlining) 

* See section entitled "Computations for Transportation Support of First 
and Second Echelons of Conventional Wings.for detailed computations of trans
portation support (p.113). 



A/C starters 

Motor fuel tr&ilers 

New maintenance vans and other equipment 

New cargo vehicles 

Mobility of let echelon 

Supply Support & Movemont 

Movement of 2nd pehelon 

Total 

Total Cost 

$288,000 

310,000 

w.ooo 

22,500 

8,000 
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~~ 88, 700 (Thie could be 
reduced to $64,300 
if existing equip
ment could :remain 
in serrlce until 
movement.) 

588,000 

- 742,000 

$1,418,700 

Variation in tbe plan of IJ¥:>bility ma.y introduce variation in the above 

costs. The cost ot the new main.tenance vans is eoneidered relatively 

invariant to changees in Ute mobility plan, since these vans appear to be 

required under almost any foreseeable plan for repeated movement. The 

other costs, however, pa.rticularly the costs of transport vehicles, may be 

reduced by decreasing the degree of mobility prorlded, or by introducing 

prestockage or alternate bases ae a subetitute for transport capability. 

The following paragraphs consider the effects or such variations in the pl.an 

upon the coat ot wing augmentation.· 

Rf!RUIJWml'TS POR PARTIAL MOBIU'l'Y (WITH NO PRESTOCllHG OF ALTERNATE 

BASES - (CONVENTIONAL WINGS) 

Some savings in augmentation costs may be realized if lese than full 

mobility is acceptable. One sample implementation or partial mobility might 



TAB! 

DATA ON MOBILITY - FIRST GROUND ECHELON, FULL MOBILITY & NO PRESTO<XING OF.REsERVE BASF.s 
/Quantity 'fQUanti ty Avail. Net 

Reo'd Per Wt. Per from Pro- Unit Tot.&l 
Taek Item Detachment (lbs. Wing Wing cured Cost Cost 

Install pylon tanks Pylon tanks 40 16,000 120 x -* 
Fuel A/C F-2 fuel trailer (2000 gal) 6 18 18'** 

F-2 tractors 3 9 9** 
(Operators) (6) x 

Oxygen service Oxygen cylinders 6 000 x -* 
Oxygen trailers E-2 3t 750 11 - 11* 800 8,000 

Arm-50 cal. Loads of 50 cal. 20 16,ooo x -* 
(Armorers) (6) x 

A~bombs Loads o! bombs & rockete 20 60,000 x -* 
M-6 or M-27 bolib service trucks 2+ 8 4** 4* 8,000 32,000 
Bomb dollies M-22 3 1,200 9 - 9* 6<:XJ 5,400 
(Armore~) (21) )( 

Install jato Jato bottles 80 16,000 x -* 
Inspect & perform minor Hand tools, tow bar81 cbocke, 
maintenance etc. (set) 1 2,000 3 - 3* 4,000 12,000 

(Crew Chiefs)# (10) x 
(Mechanics)# (25) x 

Start Aircraft starters 5 6,000 15 - 15* 1,500 22,500 

Receive orders, Contnand-control A/C, with 
control traffic 2-way radio 1 3 x** 

(Operations personnel) (10) x 

Food & Shelter Emergency (C) rations 2,000 x -* 
Tents, blankets, etc. 4,000 x -* 

<(J ~ 
A-1 motor fuel trailer (600 gal) 

I 
Motor fuel l 4 - 4* 2,000 8,000~! ~ Motor Fuel in 5-gal. cans 2,()(X) "' Transport 40 Ft. low-bed trailer & tractor · 3 9 9* 16,000 144,ClD 1 .r:-

l'V -
2! Ton 6x6 trucks 10 30 9** 21* 4,300 90,000 
2! Ton trailer F-2 18 , 54 - 54* 1,000 54,000 
Jeeps 6 18 18**-



Task Item 

Total requiring ground transport 
Materiel 
Personnel 

Total cost of augmenting fir:st echelons 

* Eauipment deadlined. 
** Equipment left in se:rvice. 

TABLE V 

Qua.nti ty Qua.nti ty Avail. Net 
Req'd per Wt. Per from Pro- Unit 
Qetac~t (lt>~.)_ WiD~ Wi.nz Cl.lred __ CQst 

126, 750 
68 men 

# These men perform tasks: Install pylon tanks, Qxygen service, Install jato, Inspect and perform 
minor maintenance, Start and assist in Fuel A/C, A.rnr-50 Cal. and Arm-bombs if required. 

<-
)~ ~ 
T Notes: QUantities of vehicles and ground powered eouipment include, in addition to the number 

of serviceable vehicles needed to perform the particular task, an additional 25% which on the 
average are out.-of-conniesion, assuming 80% in-commission. 

Total 
Cost 

$88,700 

$376,700 

aff 
b~~ 
~Vl O' 
I ~I\) 



TABLE VI 

DATA ON MOBILITY - SECOND GROUND ECHELON • .fULI.. KJBIIJTL._jc ]iQ_PRESTQ<;nNG __ Q_F __ RES1lf.~ JjASFS 
Quantity Quantity Avail. Net 
Reo'd per Wt. Per from Pro- Unit Total 

Taek Item Detachment (lbs.) Wing Wing cured Coet Cost 

Resupply 
Food 

Almnunition 

Jato 

Oxygen 

Pylon tanks 

A/C & vehicle parts 

Maintenance 
A/c 

C & E 

F.ngine build-up 

Emergency (C) rations 
Water trailers 

Loads or ammunition 

Jato bottles 

Oxygen cylinders 

Pylon tanks 

Semi-trailer, technical supply 
& tractor 

(Supply personnel) 

Semi-trailer, A/C field repair 

2 

60 

240 

18 

f:IJ 

2 
(3) 

ehop, A-JA, & tractors 1 
(Mechanics) (20) 

Semi-trailer & tractor 1 
(Mechanic!!) (12) 

Flat-bed trailer (40 ft.) 
& tractor 

Engine dollies 
Truclc-zoounted crane 
Engineis 
Engine build-up parts (set) 
('Mechanics) 

1 
2 
1 
5 
1 

(13) 

Instrument, electrical, Semi-trailer, instrument shop 
hydraulic & tractor 1 

(Mechanics) (15) 

Armament Semi-trailer & tractor l 
(Mechanic8) (20) 

3000 

230,000 

48,<X>O 

2,400 

24,000 

6 

180 

720 

54 

100 

6 

3 

3 

3 
6 
3 

15,000 15 
5,000 3 

3 

3 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

-

x 
1 
x 
x 

-
-

6 20,000 120,000 

3 20,000 60,000 

3 16,000 48,000 

3 16,000 48,000 
-

2 26,000 52,000 
-

J 20,000 bo,000 

3 16,000 48,00) 

f' I ._. ~ 
t-' I 
0 '"" a--,,.., l!'- I\.) 



TAE VI 

Quantity Quantity Avail. Net 
Reo•d per Wt. Per from Pro- Unit Total 

Ta.sk Item Detachment ~lbs.) Wing Wing cured Cost Cost 

Automotive Truck, 2! Ton, 6x6 
auto repair, M8Al 
(Mechanics) · 

Runway clearance Runway sweeper 

A/C recovery 

Fire, crash, 

Conmunication 

Wrecker truck & trailer, C-2 
Crane 
(Operators) 

first aid Crash truck, k-Ton, R-1 
Fire truck l!-Ton, 4xA 
Medical Supplies (set) 
(Opera tors) 
(Medical Personnel) 

Truck, l~-Ton, telephone 
maint. & constr., K-43 

Semi-trailer, K-78, & tractor 
(Conmunication personnel) 

Food & Shelter Emergency rations 
Tents, blankets, etc. 

Motor fuel A-1 motor fuel trailer, (600 gal) 
Motor fuel in 5-gal. cans 

Supply support* 2!-Ton trucks 
2~-Ton trailers F-2 
40 ft. trailers & tr-actors 
Weapons carriers 
Jeeps 
(Drivers & helEeI"SJ 

Total requiring ground transport: 
Materiel 
Personnel 

1 
( 5) 

1 

1 
l 

(5) 

1 
1 
1 

(5) 
(3) 

1 
l 

(10) 

1 

18 
30 
3 
5 
6 

(35) 

146 men 

26o0 

100 

60CXJ 
5000 

(:/:XX) 

347,0\IJ/i 

3 -

3 1 

3 x 
3 2 

3 1 
3 x 
3 x 

3 --
J. -

x 
x 

3 -
x 

54 32 
90 19 
9 -
15 40 
18 29 

3 

2 

1 

2 

3 
3 

3 

22 
71 
9 

15,000 45,000 

1,000 2,000 

35,000 35,000 

2,500 5,000 

3,700 11,000 
16,000 48,000 

2,000 6,000 

4,300 95,UX> 
1,000 n,ooo 

16,000 1.44,000 

,ff 
b)~ 
\.>.)Vt°' 
I ~I\> 



T .. ~...,_; VI 

Quantity Quantity Avail. Net 
Req~ per Wt. Per from Pro- Unit Total 

Tas~ Item _ ____ _ __ __ __ DetachmenL _ (lbs.l Wing_ _ Wing__ cured Coat_· __ ,Cost 

Transport (augment- 2;-Ton trucks 7 21 -
ation reo•ct for 2- -Ton trailers F-2 2 6 -
initial move) 40 Ft. trailer & tractor 1 3 -

15-Ton carryall & tractor 1 3 x 
1-Ton trailers 5 15 x 
Weapons carriers 6 17 17 

Total cost of augmenting second echelon 

* See section entitled "Computations for Transportation Support of First and Second Echelons 
or Conventional Wings", for transportation support reouired (p. 113). 

15 4,JOO 
3 1,000 
3 16,000 

$ 

90,000 
6,000 

48,000 

856,000 

l,0~2.000 

~ 
I er 1-

1-' 1-J I-' 
01 ~ 
.... Vt "" +- tu 
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be the followingr The bulk of the trucke and other vehicles required for 

the movement of the two echelons are not loaded and deadlined, but are per-

mi tted to remain in peacetime service about the b&se1. (Special augmenta-

tion eQUipment OTer and aboYe nonnal T/E equipment may, of course, be 

loaded and deadlined. with no loss of wing ef'tioiency.) When an alert is 

called, the first echelon ie loaded and st&nde by. After the order to move 

is given, the first echelon deploys, unloads its tru.cks at destination, 

retains a few for on-base support or operations, and dispatches the remain-

der back to the main baee to transport the second echelon. The fil"8t and 

second echelons are thus moved in tw hauls, about a day apart, by essential

ly the same group of vehicles. (This also implies that the first and second 

echelons muat be reorganised to require about the saiine amount of transport 

capacity.) Arter the second echelon is in place, ths .force can support 

itself from off-base sources o! supply.* 

Delaying the deployment of the second echelon !•>r about a day requires 

that the first echelon haul enough supplies to last until the arrival or 

the second echelon~ prilllB.rily, anmunition, jato, oxygen, etc., !or~ 

sorties, rather than one sortie, with a corresponding decrease in second 

echelon quantitiee. This has the additional deeirable effect o! distributing 

the transport load more equally between the two echelons, by shifting approxi-

mately 92,800 lb. ot ear~ from the second echelon to the first. 

The effects o! this policy on the transport capa.ci ty required tor the 

movement of a single squadron (both echelons) is illustrated in Table VII. 

* Computation of supply support requirement8 described in section entitled 
"Computations tor Transport&tion Support ot First and Second Echelons ot 
Conventional Wings." 



TABLE VII 

VEHICLE REQUIRF>IBNTS FOR P.\RTIAL MOBIµT"!* 

2;-Ton 40 Ft. We$pons 
Trucks Trailers Low.Bed C@rriers 

1st echelon, Full mobllity 
plan 10 ie ~ 0 _, 

Added capacity (extra ammo, 
etc) J.Q._ ..1Q... _Q_ _Q_ 
Total 1st echelon 
partial mobill ty 20 28 3 0 

Left at new base for 
support 6 .....Ji_ _Q_ .JL 
Returned to Main Base 14 24 3 0 

2nd echelon, Full mobility 
plan 25 32 4 11 

Les~ ~unt given to ht 
echelon ~ ::19_.. 0 .JL 

2nd echelon reo'te,gross 15 22 4 ll 

Amount eupplied by returning 
vehicles of 1st echelon _a ~ .....L ...Q... 

Net addition~l rec'd, 2nd 
echelon 1 0 l 11 

Net rec'd, 1st eoaelon _lQ_ 2§.... -l... _Q_ 

Total reo'd, l~t & 2nd 
echelon 21 28 4 11 

* Includes out-of-commission ae well as serviceable vehicles. 

Jeeps 

6 

0 

6 

6 

0 

6 

0 -
6 

0 

6 
_£ 

12 
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15-Ton 1-Ton 
Carryal1 Trailers 

0 0 

_Q_ _Q_ 

0 0 

0 0 -
0 0 

1 5 

_Q_ ....Q_ 

l 5 

_Q_ 0 

1 5 
_Q_ _Q_ 

1 5 
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The quantities of vehiclee available from wing resources and the net 

augmentation required per wing is computed in Table VIII. 

As compared to the full robili ty plan, the parM.al robili ty plan is 

eubject to the following disadvantages. The first e<:helon cannot move 

instantly, but requires several hours to be loaded. The second echelon 

does not move within a !ew hours, but waits for the 1-eturn of vehicles from 

th• first echelon, which may take about 24 hours. Moreover, the first 

echelon cannot move again until after the second echE1lon has moved up, 

eince the trucks are in use and not deadlined for reitdy aTailabili ty to 

the fint echelon. 

REQ.UI~TS tQR FUlJ,. '40BII.ITY 1 WITH PRESTOCU:NG OF ALTERNATE BASES -

C~TIONAL WINGS 

Since a considerable portion (approximately 2/3) of the vehicle force 

is required to haul combat supplies (ammunition, jato, oxygen, etc.), a 

policy o! preetoeking the alternate bases in order t<> save vehicles suggests 

itsel.1'. Under this policy the materiel-carrying vehlcles or the !inst 

echelon are kept loaded and deadlined, while the pen1onnel carriers remain 

in general use. 

Baees are generally stocked with a 45-day supply of combat iteIM, 

baaed on the consumption of a full wing, except for 'umnuni tion. Generall7 

only a lo-d.ay supply o! ammunition is stocked. If only a squadron is 

scheduled to occupy the base after D-day, these quan1;ities would last for 

1)5 days and for 30 days respectively. Some altemate bases could be 

stocked by relocating portions of the combat stocks of the wing.* Also 

* Provided that it is unlikely that a whole wing will operate !rom a 
peacetime base. 

• 



TABLE VIII 

VEHICLE AUGM!NTAT!ON COSTS FQR PARTIAL MOBILITY 

No. Req'd. No. Reo'd. Available Net 
Vehicle Per Sq, Per Wing From Wing, Augm. 

2~-Ton Truck 21 63 38 25 

2±-Ton Trailer F-2 28 84 19 65 

40 Ft low-bed Trailer 
& Tractor 4 12 12 

Weapons Carrier 11 3.3 40 

Jeep 1..2 36 41 

15-Tor. Carryall & Tractor 1 3 3 

1-Ton Trailer 5 15 23 

Cost of transport vehlclee 

Cost of other eauiprnent* 

Tot.al Wing Cost of Augmentation 
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Unit 
Price 

Total 
Cost 

$4300 $108,000 

1000 65,000 

16,000 192,000 

$365,000 

652,000 

$1,017,000 

' 

*Se.me as costs of equipment, less Yehicles, for full mobility, except that 
these costs do not include $22,eoo worth of deadlined tools and eouipment -
oxygen trailer, hand tools, 6 bomb dollies. 
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portions of supply point stocks could be redistribut.ed to other alternate 

bases. It therefore appears that a number of alterr~te bases could be 

preetocked with combat supplies now available in the1 theatre. 

The concept of prestockage proposed is to locate 2 days supplies 

(4 sorties worth) of the following ite1D5 at the alternate baeu: 

POL 

Ammunition ( 00 loade) 

Jato (80 loads) 

Oxygen (24 cylinders) 

Emergency rations (3 daye) 

Pylon tanks (100 tanks) 

Total Weight 

Unspecified ouantity 

306,000 lb. 

64,000 lb. 

3 ,300 lb. 

5,000 lb. 

40,000 lb.!. 

418,300 lb. 

The estimated cost of this matsriel, if it had to be procured, would 

be about $350,000 (governed largely by the average ammunition price of 

$0.55 per lb. for a standard fightel"-bomber mix). 

The above stocl<age policy reduces the cargo weight of the first 

echelon to 15,950 lb. and of the second echelon to JJ,700 lb. The required 

vehicle force for this caee b shown in Table IX. 

The number or vehicles necessary to transport the second echelon ie 

smaller than the number required for continuous on-b.:i.se and off-base sup-

port at the nev base. Consequently, part of the veh:lcle augmentation (eee 

line 6 of Table IX) is included solely for supply replenishment. Thus, 

the advantages from prestocking in reducing the numb•;,r of vehicles required 

are partly vitiated by the overriding requirements f<>r an adequate supply 

support force. 
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SQUADRON VEHIQLE AUGMENTATIQN WITH 
RE.SERVE BASES PRESTOCKED Nm FULL MOBILITY 

2~-Ton 40 Ft. Wea pone 
Trucks Ira:i,lers Trailers Carriere Jeeps 

Transport o! 1st echelon: Mat.eriel. 2 3 0 0 0 

Personnel _Ji_ ....9.... 0 0 6 - -
Total lst echelon: 6 3 0 0 6 

Transport of 2nd echelon: Materiel 2 7 0 0 0 

Personnel 9 0 0 0 0 

Additional for Supply Support -1... ..1J_ -1.. ...i.. _Q_ 

Total 2nd echelon:* l4 JO 3 5 0 

Total Vehicles, let & 2nd echelonl!I: 20 33 3 5 6 

'the costs of augmenting the wing in accordance with this concept are as 

tollowe. 

TABLE X 

AU~TATION COSTS WITh RESERVE BASES 

PRESTOCgD AND FULL MOBIUTY 

!~o. Reo'd No. Req'd Available Net 
Vehicle Per Sg. Per Wing from Wing Augr:,. 

2~-Ton Truckl!! 20 60 38 22 

2~-Ton Trailers, F-2 33 99 19 "80 

40 Ft. low-bed trailer 
& tractor 3 9 9 

Weapons Carriers 5 15 40 
Jeeps 6 18 41 

Coete or Traneport Vehiclee 
Other Cost3 of Wjng Augmentation*-Y< 

Total Coete of Wing Aupentltion 

Unit Total 
Price Co et 

$4300 i 95,000 

1000 00,000 

16,000 144,000 

319,000 
6771.000 

1996,000 

* These numbers of vehiclee are determined by the requirements for 0n~b&se and 
off-base eupport (see section entitled "Computations for Transportation Support 
of First and Second Echelons of Conventional Wings") reduced by the personnel 
carriers of the 1st echelon. ** Same as costs, less cargo velli~~CU:...~ rrpbility and no preetocking. 
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Based solely on procurement costs, it appears to cost lese to procure 

a truck to carry existing supplies than to procure the supplies, to pre-

stock them, and not to buy a truck. For example, a 2~ ton truck and two 

2~ ton trailers cost about $6,JOO and hav.e an effective capaeitY* o! about 

6 2/3 tons. The cost d! 6 2/3 tons of materiel aver.aging $0.80 per pound 

is about $10,000. 

In the event that preetocked supplies were procured rather than re-

distributed, mobility pl&ns providing prestocked alt•srnate b&aee ut1ually 

would cost more than mobill ty pl.ans without this proinaioning. It is not 

clear under these conditions, however, that the cost disadvantage of pre-

e tocking outweighs the operational advantages such ais increased irobili ty of 

the strike forcee Md increase theatre inventories ot combat supplies. 

REX<UIRJi.MENIS FOR PARTIAL MOBILITY WITH PRESTQCKING Ol' ALTERNATE BA$ES -

CONVENTIONAL WINGS 

Thie alternative combines the advantages of pre~1tocking and partial 

mobility, but still operates within the constraint of' requiring the unit to 

provide ite o'W!l supply support. The same materiel ia. prestocked a.t the 

alternate b&ses as in the full mobility alternative. No vehicles are loaded 

and deadlined, and hence the total vehicle requirements are only thoee neces

sary for on-base and off-base support (per equ&dron: 18, 2~ ton trucks; 

30, 2~ ton trailers; 3, 40 rt. low-bed trailers and tractors; 5 weapon 

carriers; 6 jeeps). These vehicles can move the entire fiMit and second 

echelons in one haul, and hence the "partial mobility~ effect differs from 

* 2/J of the 10-ton capacity by assumption, p. 94. 
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full mobility only in that two trucks and three trailers are nat preloaded. 

The vehicles which must be procured are: 16,2~ ton trucke; 71 2~ ton trail-

en and 9 low-bed trailers a.nd tractors, for a transport vehicle coat of 

#284,000 or a total coat for this alternative of $936,000. 

ELIMINAV:ON OF lU!?':iYIRBMENT P'OR OFF-BASE SUPPLY SUPPORT 

If the transportation capacity o! the suppart system were adequate to 

deliver replenishment supplies to the new baaes, this function would not 

need to be performed by wing vehciles. Hence the pr.vious coste of augment-

ation could be reduced in those eaeee where additional vehicles are required 

speci!ioally for this purpose. Without prestoeking of bases, it turns out 

that, both under the full mobility a.nd the partial mobility plans, the 

Tehieles required tor movement are more than euf.f'icient to provide off-base 

support, and no reduction in cost results. With prestocking of bases, some 

slight savings* are possible. The development of these savings is not shown 

in detail, but the reeulte of the computation are displayed in the following 

paragraph. 

SUMMARY OF W1NG COSTS FOR THE VARIOUS MOBILITY ALTERNATIVES - CONVrnTIONAL 

fIGHTg-BQMBER kflNOO 

In addition to wing coeta !or llX)bility, other logistics co1ts will 

also be incurred. It ia ••ti.mated that about JO per cent ot wing equip:nont 

* This is a ~aving in the sense that i! supply support ie provided by the 
theatre supply system, then an augmentation of the wing to provide this 
service ie not in fact required. Consequently the net cost of a mobile 
wing under thie alternate condition is lower than the previous estimate. 
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coste would have to be spent for depot stocks, equipment transportation, 

etc. Such overhead coate are added to wing costs in the following summary. 

Unit Provides Own 
Oft-Bue Support 

Oft-Base Support 
Furnished 

No Prestoeking Prestocking No Pr.stocking Preetocking 
or B&pee of Bases _J'l.,f Ba8so of Bases 

Full Mobility 

Partial Mobility 

$1,830,000 

1,320,000 

$1,300,000 $1,,830,000 $970,000 

1,220,000 850,000 

C<l<PUTATIONS FQR TWSPORT.\TION SUPPORT OF FIRST AND SECOND ECHELONS OF 

CON!UTIONAL WINGS 

Continuous transportation required for off-base supply support or 

!inst and second echelons is computed as follows. 

General Cargo Vehicle! 

Annunition - 20 sorties/day@ 3800#'s • 76,0<:XJ lb/day 

Jato - 20 sorties/day ® 'i![)()# 

~gen - 20 sort.iee/da:r @ JOI 

Food - 258 men @ 10# 

• 16,ooo 
• 600 

• 2.60C~ 

9 5, 200 lb/ day 

• 10 2~ t.on equiyalent truclr .... 1-ada 

For supplying the base from sources located at a distance or a day and a 

half, round-trip time (110 milse one-way), l! timeis as lllADY trucks as 

truck-loade are required. 

Vehicles planned for this uae: 

8 2! ton trucks (capacity 5 tons each) 

16 2~ ton trailers, F-2 (capacity 2! tons each) 
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Pylon tanks - 20 eorties/day @ 1 tank/sortie • 20 tanks/day 

• l 40 ft. trailer 
and tractor load 

l! days travel x 1 load • l~ • 2 vehicles required. 

On-base transportation support of first and second echelons is estimated 

below: 

2!-Ton 
Trucks Trailers 

Ammunition Handling 2 

Jato Handling 1 

Oxygen, Pylon Tanks, Etc. 1 

Per8onnel Movement 

On-base Support 4 

Total transportation support: 
' 

Off-base support, per sq. 8 

On-base support, per sq. _Ji_ 

Total Transport Support 12 

2 

1 

3 

16 

19 

40 Ft. 
Trailers 

--

2 

_Q_ 

2 

Weapons 
Carriere 

...L 
- J 

0 

_l_ 

3 

Jeeps 

0 

.Jt_ 

4 

Note: The above transportation reauirements are in terms of the number 

of in-commission vehicles, loaded to capacity. To obtain the number of 

vehicles reauired in the wing inventory to meet this transportation require-

ment, add 50% to the above noted quantities (to allow for out-of-coilllliaaion, 

and partial use of vehicle capacity), 
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Thie section examines briefly the interruption of sortie capacity 

resulting from ioovement of a strike force. To achieve rapid 100bility and 

minimize the interruption of combat activity, the pr~:iceding mobility plan 

establishes a strike force, ready to move. On the r19ceipt of the movement 

order the mobile force rrans its vehicles and moves; 1!!. conventional force 

must aseemble and pack up before it can move and must unpack before it can 

again operate at a new site. 

Movement Planning Factors 

About a half-hour is allowed for corrmunication and assembly of the 

strike forces, preparatory to a move. Road time for t'te strike force first 

echelon convoy is based on an average convoy speed or 20 MPH (double the 

World War II Red Ball Express experience). 

Servicing of aircraft preparatory for a strike •9.t a new air base begins 

without delay. Servicing rates developed in Ref. 7 for normal wing operations 
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appear to be within the capacity of the mobile etrike forcee. At the new 

base, the full contingent ot strike aircraft will normally arrive in a 

group all reouiring eel"'f'icing. The strike force does not have the cap-

acity to service SiJillllt&neouely all in-coHmi.saion aircraft; hence only · 

part ot the aircraft can complete the servicing cycle in the minimum time 

while the remainder muet await the availability of servicing eouipment in· 

short eupply. Eouipment causing theee delaYB appears to be refueling 
a.nd 

trucks/ equipment !or installing conventional bombs on airplanes, 

Using the capacities for these ecuipmente developed in 

Ref. 7 the following servicing schedule obtairus: 

Conventional 
Item Sauadron (Bomb•} 

Min. Ela.peed Servicing 
Time (Hn.) 1 

No. A./C S.rviced in 
Min. Time 7 

Critical Resource (ie!uelingl & 
~mb Install. 

Servicing Rate (A/C/hr) 
after Min .. Elapsed Time 7 to 8 

No. of Flyable A/C in Force 20 

Elapsed Time to Service 
all A/C (Hrs.) 3 

1 Refueling el.apeed time ie critical if a full fuel load, 1300 gallons is 
reouired. 
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in about 
The first element (about 1/3) of the strike force can be service• one 

hour after the airborne echelon and the first ground echelon arrive 
about 

at a new air baee; eervicing the entire strike force takes /,hree or four 
il!I about one 

hours. Thus the flying t;\Jne lost in movemen:t/ 

hour t road time for the initial strike force sorties; mounting the entire 

strike force involves an additional delay of the order of two more hours. 

Since delays are occasioned by shortage or servicing equipment, such 

delays could be reduced by increasing the eauippage and manning of wings. 

Augmentation could, for example, include fuel service trucks and tractors, 

bomb dollies, bomb cranes, ,9.f1d pereonnel to 

operate these eouipments. Augmentation of eouipment for rapid response 

involved an expenditure of very roughly $300,000 per wing and enables the 

strike forces to launch their entire sortie capability after a minimuJl'l 

servicing delay. On the basis of this analysis, it :Ls not clear that &n 

average reduction of about one hour in the sortie re1>ponse delay justifies 

the expenditure. 
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This appendix describes the wing-level defense measures considered in 

this study but not included in the defense strategy which has been discussed 

in the body of the report. These measures have been excluded from the de-

f ense strategy either because the analysis indicates they are not desirable 

or because the an&lysis was not conclusive. Included in this category are: 

Peacetime Wing Dispersal, Off-base Aircraft Hardstands, Off-base Wing Act

ivities, AreA Maintenance Command, Hard BASe, ·Underground Command Poet. 

PEACETIME WING DISPERSAL 

The purpose of this mea8ure is to decrease the vulnerability of the 

wing by dispersing wing resources during peacetime to several air bases, 

each of which contains all essential types of wing resources but in smaller 

quc!Ultity than a normal wing. This measure decreases the military potential 

at risk at each air base, or, conversely, increases the number of targets 

containing our air potenti&l as contrasted with the present deployment. 

No concept of operation, sample irrq:>lementation, estimate of effective

ness, or coat analysis has been prepa~ed for this measure since it is not 

feasible within the context of this study. This study is based on the 

assumption that no major changes occur in the planned force structure and 

the study is limited to defense measures which can be implemented within 

the period 1955-58. The programmed force and base structure of USAFE and 

NATO precludes appreciable peacetime dispersal. Any significant increase 

in the programmed base structure would involve a longer lead time than the 
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span of interest of this study. Based on the lead 'time for the existing 

NATO base structure, a major increase in the number of NATO air bases 

would reauire about five years to accomplish - if such a program were 

approved. 

Moreover, the past history of NATO negotiations with melliber nations 

and with host nations for bue programming and b&se righte casts serious 

doubt on the feasibility of a major expansion of the stabilized base pro

gram. Some important factors contributing to nationELl reeistance to a 

major base expanision program are: 

Scarcity of real estate suitable for air base construction. 

Diffi~ulty in obtaining real estate rights (condemnation 

proceedings, displacing local citizenry, etc.) 

Substantial increase in programmed infrastructure costs 

(NATO standard air bases cost about 12 million dollars each). 

Conseouently it is concluded that this defense measure is infeasible 

within the terms of ~e!erence for this study. 

OFF-BASE AIRCRAFT HARDSTANDS 

Purpose. To remove aircraft not reauired for flying training to off

baee hardstands out of range of A-bombe dropped on the main base. 

Need !or Measure. No short term measure has beon developed which will 

protect the normal wing complement of aircraft on th1~ presently occupied 

air bases from A-bomb attack. 

Sample Implementation. About six aircraft park:Lng sites are prepared 

at a safe distance off-ba.se (5 to 7 miles), which provide hardstands for 

six or seven aircraft per site. Sites are located adjacent to e.x:il!!ting 
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public roads which are improved to carry towed aircraft. All in-corrmiesion 

aircraft not scheduled for flying during the next day are towed to the park-

ing sites during low road traffic periods and remain there until reouired 

for flying. Out-of-connniesion aircraft which reouire more than one day's 

repair time (AOCP, major &nd intermediate inspection) and can be worked on 

at the remote hardstands are also towed to these sites. About 24 additional 

air police would be required per wing to ,provide off-duty security to off-

base hardstands. 

Effectiveness. Roughly half the in-cotmrl.ssion aircraft are reIOC1ved 

from exposure to A-bomb attack on main bases. Aleo part of out-of-commission 

aircraft are protected against atomic attack unless the eneIJzy" is willing to 

commit A-bombs to the individual hardstands. If he can and does elect to 

attack hardstands with A-bombs as well as air bases it requires a seven-fold 

increase in his A-bomb expenditure. However, if he successfully attacks the 

main air base and not the .dispersed hardstands, the aircraft saved cannot be 

flown in combat until they can be towed to a \lSeable runway. Hence, rapid 

employment of such aircraft requires that provision be made for rapid evacu-

ation which in turn reauirea devices such as roads leading to other air-

strips, access to straight and level stretches of road that can be used for 

emergency take-off, cross-country aircraft dollies,* surveyed open country 

route•, etc. 

* USAP'E is testing a dolly on which A/C can be transported over open 
ground; the cost of these dollies in production lots is estimated at 
about $10,000 each. Use of these dollies might obviate the necessity 
of roads giving access to and egress from the parking sites. 
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Costs. The initial cost of hardetand constructlon, road improvement 

and air police procurement would be about $2,100,000 per wing. Facilities 

maintenance, pay and allowances for the air police augmentation would cost 

about $190,000 per year. 

If instead of improving roads for use u taxiways between base and 

parking sites, cross-country dollies and tracked prii:1e movers were procured, 

the cost would be about $1, 730,000 initially and $31H,OOO annually.* Some 

additional expenee would be incurred to obtain acces~1 righte to and clear-

ance of the cross-country routes. Since the initial savings of the cross-

country dolly plan are offset to some extent by its higher annual coete, as 

compared to the coete of providing improved access r()adways, there are no 

clear finaneial grounds for pPeference between these two implementatione of 

the .defense measure. 

Lead Time. Aseuming that funds could be made available from current 

USAFE budgets, about 2, years would be required for fli te survey, real 

estate negotiation, contracting and construction. 

Long-term Effectivenees. The value of this me&E1ure decreases ae the 

enem.r A-bomb stockpile increases, and parking areas <:Le well ae main bases 

c&n be A-bombed. 

Conclusion. Since this measure ie an alternatiYe to parking aircraft 

at non-military airfielde the two competing measures must be compared. The 

* Initial Cost = $2,100,000 lees road improvement ccist of $1,200,000, plus 
37 dollies @ $10,000 ea. • $370,000, plus 18 prime mc1vers t $15,000 • $270,000, 
plus 30% overhead on vehicle cost • $190,000 or a tot.al of $1,730,000. 

Annual Cost = $190 1000 cost of previous irnplementatic1n (includes no roadway 
maintenance), plus maintenance, operations, and repla.cement of vehicles, 
20% of cost per year • $1281 000 1 or a total of $318,000 annually. 
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following table compares the auantit&tive aspects of the two defense 

measures. 

Comparison Basis Non-Military Base Parking 

Initial cost $550,000 

Annual cost 370,000 

Lead time 1 year 

Fraction of A/C protected 1/2 in-conmdseion 

Off-base Hardstands 

$2,100,000 

190,000 

2~ years 

1/2 in-conmdesion 
plus part out
of-cotmniesion 

From the above tabulation it appears that the non-military base 

parking plan is preferred on the grounds of rapid implementation, and low 

initial cost. Off-base parking has the advantage of smaller annual cost 

and affords protection to some out-of-commieaion aircraft. Aircraft saved 

on a non-military base can tak9"'0ff from the adjacent runway and hence are 

quickly available for combat use whereas aircraft saved on an off-base hard-

stand may be neutrali~ed by repeated attacks on the main base runway, if 

other means of re100val. are not provided. The non-mill tary base parking 

scheme introduces greater difficulty in control of wing aircraft and per-

sonnel than does the off-base hardstand plan, but does give the wing access 

to and familiarity with alternate bases from which it may have to operate in 

wartime if the main base is attacked. 

It is concluded that the non-military base parking plan is m:>re desir-

able than the off-base aircraft hardetand plan. 

OFF-BASE WING ACTIVITiF.S 

The purposes of /this measure are .. to remove from the airfield e.11. those 

wing activities and their pereonnel and materiel resources that need not be 
I 
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conducted adjacent to a runway. The detached activitiee would be located 

at a safe distance from the runway. 

As a sample implementation the airfisld would consist of a runway-

t axiway system, aircraft hardstands, control tower, craeh and fire etation, 

combat squadron facilities and combat group headquarters, aircraft fuel 

storage and amrunition storage. Activities conducted on the airfield would 

consist of flying, organic and field maintenance of complete aircraft, 

ammunition supply, and POL supply. All other activities would be conducted 

at dispersed off-base facilities with supply and sen~ces dispatched to the 

airfield as reauired. Off-base activities w=ld include maintenance of air

craft components and non-aircraft wing eouipment, eupply, transportation 

service, conmunication, wing corrmand, security, food service, housing, 

recreation, medical, &ir installations, utilities, 1SE1curity, etc. 

The effect of this measure is to reII¥:>ve a large part of wing resources 

from exposure to atomic attack on the a.ir baee, particularly immobile re

eources. By so doing the problem of evacuating the resources remaining on 

the airfield is simplified. 

However, the cost of this measure would be quite! high since it involves 

procuring land and duplicating facilities now in existence on USAFE air 

bases. Very roughly $10 1000,000 per wing would be re!quired for facilities 

construction. 

The lead time for this measure including planning, budget cycle, real 

estate procurement, letting contracts. and construction would be a.bout four 

yea.re. 

It ie concluded that the long lead time and higl':1 cost of this meaaure 

makes it unsuitable tor the defense mission of thie e.tudy. 
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Purpose. This mea1rnre would provide, under an area maintenance comnand, 

mobile maintenance tea.me which can perform the required maintenance functions 

At unequipped air bases, thus permitting peacetime rellX)val of out-of-commis

sion aircraft from main airfields to dispersed parking sites ( in addition 

to rem::ival of in-coimd.ssion airc~aft as discussed on P• 17). 

Need tor Measure. Out-ot-conmission aircraft are subject to a high 

probability of destruction on occupied air bases. The removal of these 

aircraft to airfields having low military value decreases the risk to these 

aircraft. However, if the number of in-eomnisaion aircraft available in 

combat wings is to be adequate for maintaining peacetime flying proficiency, 

out-of-commission aircraft so protected must be repaired rapidly. In order 

to provide rapid, effective repair service at dispersed, ill-equipped bases, 

a mobile aircraft repair service under an area command is required. 

Sample Implementation. The only out-of-commission aircraft selected 

for removal to non-military airfields are those which require several days 

to inspect or repair and which can be moved readily (primarily nown) from 

the main base to the parking base. Such aircraft would be those requiring 

major and intermediate inspection, those tor which parts cannot be sUJ>

plied, and damag~d or out-of-repair aircraft that can be patched up for 

one-time flight. 

The out-of-conm:liseion aircraft (AOC) would be stored at non-NATO 

airfields on a hangar and/or hardstand rental basis, with provisions for 

entry rights for ~bile maintenance teams. 

The variety of maintenance tasks which will arise at the dispersed 
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parking sites, reauires that l!Y)bile, specialized, and flexible maintenance 

service be provided. An area maintenance comnand whlch has the capability 

of performing all the major aircraft repair and inspt1ction tasks customar- · 

ily performed by the wing combat souadron and maintenance squadron is 

required. For efficient, rapid service this command should provide the 

maintenance service !or all aircraft parked within i t.e area o! respon11-

i bili ty (an area perhaps 200 miles square); should ee1tablieh specialized 

mobile repair teams manned, equipped, and supplied !or their specialized 

ta.ks; ehould direct the movement o.f the teams in acco1rda.nce with the dis

tribution of repair tasks on the various parking baseis 1 and should provide 

administrative, supply; and maintenance support of its field units. 

Since the area maintenance conmand relieves the combat wings of a 

substantial part o! the aircraft maintenance task, pa.rt or the wing manning, 

equipment, and supply can be trarl8ferred to this coJ11D1S.nd. However, estab

lishing an area maintenance command reauirea substantial provision or 
facilities, equipment, supplie~ and personnel which are not available from 

the wing. 

K!fectiveness. Under this defense measure roughly 100 USAFE (lJ combat 

winge) out-of-commission combat aircraft would be removed from exposure on 

active military air bases. These aircraft represent a reserve stock of com

bat sorties which in war is less vulnerable to D-day destruction than if 

e.xpoeed on wing air bases and can be made available to strike units when 

repair is completed. Further the air bases on which the AOC are parked 

become potential redeployment bases in war. The readily available, wing

type aircraft maintenance support which the area maintenance command pro

Tides for these auxiliary wartime bases, increases the effectiveness of 
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air unite which may have to deploy to these bases from their bombed-out 

peacetime airfields. 

Cost. Al).owing !or the transfer of available wing personnel and 

materiel to a new area maintenance organization, the cost of training new 

pereonnel, augmenting equipment and supplies, and con1tructing a command 

headquarters is about $17."JQO,OOO. Prorating this cost among ~ combat 

wings gives an equivalent cost of $3,000,000 per wing. 

Operating an area maintenance command, discounting the reduction in 

wing opel'&ting costs and including travel and per diem costs of repair 

teams in the field, will cost roughly '6,200,000 per annum. Prorating this 

cost among 6~ combat wings results in an eouivalent cost or roughly 

$1,000,000 per wing. 

To support USAFE wings in England, France and Germany requirsa two 

such eomnande; or a total expenditure roughly of $35 1000 1000 initial and 

$12,000,000 per annum for USAFE. These costs may be compared with the 

procurement cost of the out-of-commission aircraft thus protected; 100 air-

craft cost initially about $50,000,000. 

Lead Time. A change,of this 1-&gnitude would probably require ~ix 

months USAFE planning, 18 months USAF budgetary cycle, and about 24 months 

!or construction, unit organization and training !or a 4 year lead time. 

Hovever, purely organizational changes ~mploying wing and depot resources · 

would permit a pa.rtial implementation of the concept much more rapidly and 
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Lopg=term Effectiveneee. Thie measure is conai21tent with the long

term concept of defense which envisages mobility, fle1rlbility and wartime 

diepersal of combat units. Hence the accomplishment of this :measure ehould 

assist the transition from the present generation of USAP'E weapone to the 

new weapons and operating concepts of the future. 

Conclusion. Alt.hough this defense meaaure exhibits desirable defenee 

teaturee, it ie not clear that the organizational dif'ficulties, the high 

cost, and the delay entailed in implementation are justified for the time 

period of thie study. However it is suggested that USA.FE personnel, 

familiar with local conditions and limitations, study means by which in

terim maintenance eupport can be provided, out of our·rent theatre reeoureee, 

to non-military air bases ueed for aircraft parking; that the recommendations 

ot such etudiee be implemented; and that plane be prepared to increase the 

capability and capacity of an area maintenance organization to fulfill the 

ultimately desired effectiveness of this force. 

HARD BASE 

IQ.trpose. Thie measure ie intended to increaee the sortie potential 

surviving on an A-bombed air base by enclosing the essential sortie-producing 

resources in blast resietant shelters at dispersed loc&tions on the base. 

Need for Me&sure. The destructive effects of atomic attack on wing 

resourcee normally kept aboveground. 

Sample Implementation.* Four semi-buried, reinforced concrete hangars 

* See Ref. 14 for a detailed analysis of this defense measure. 

•· 
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are constructed at ~dely separated points on the air base. Two &l.ternate 

levels o! blast resistance are used for hangar design: 60 PSI and JOO PSI, 

which assure that no more than one hangar would be destroyed alternately by 
a mall large 

a bomb or by a - .bomb respectively. Each hangar provides shelter 

or adjacent blast resistant storage for the complete set of personnel and 

materiel resources necessary to mount combat sorties except tor the runway-

taxiway system. 

Etfeetiveneas. For a aingle atomic attack this measure enables combat 

operations to be resumed as soon after attack aa the runws.y-ta.x:l:way sy1tem 

can be cleaned up, and preserves at least J/4 of the undamaged 1ortie cap-

acity of the wing. Combat operations can be resumed about 2 daye after an 
small 

attack by a. surface burst A-bomb. The delay resulte from contamina-

tion denial and from the time required to clear the base or debris. It i• 

assumed that only minimal runway clearance need be performed before operations 

are resumed. It is further assumed that base clearance and operating pro-

cedures make good use of the peculiar characterittics of the hard base • 

. However, repeated atomic attack can extend the period during which the wing 

sortie potential ie immobilized, though protected. in ite shelters. In addi-

tion, repeated attacks will destroy hangars escaping previous bombing, and 

multiple runway eJM.tering will eventually render the base incapable o! 

mounting sorties with the surviving aircraft and s~pporting activities. 
60PS1 

~· Re8i1t&nt Base (1 wing) 

Initial cost 

Increase in Annual Operating Costs 

$9,000,000 

450,000 



300PSI 
Resistant Base (1 wing) 

Initial Cost 

Increase in Annual Operati .. Cost 

Lead Time. USAF planning & USAF Budget Cycle 

Plana, contracting & construction 

Total lead time 
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t16,000,000 

800,000 

2 yean 

2 Y!&rB 

Lon.g-te:rm E!fectivenese. Increases in the stockpile and in the yield 

of enem;r !-bombs result in increasing denial periods for the bard ba8e 

defense and increase the expected damage sustained. Thi• measure, then, 

has a .short strategic life. 

Conclusion. It i3 concluded that the high eo•t, l.eng lead time, and 

the delay in combat response after attack render the hard baae unsuitable 

tor inelueion in the wing-level defense strategy. 

The harcl b&ae implements a concept o! static defense; the wing-level 

e•ncept of defense strategy is cha.racterized by mobility and evasion. A 

valid comparison of worth between theee two divergent concepts o! defenee 

• involves theatre level considerati0na. r; 81JCh an analysis ie contained in 

Ref. 12 rather than hers. 

UNDERGROUND COMM.AND POST 

As an extension of the argument for underground :personnel shelters, it 

may be reaeotled . that a eormnand and communication cent.er offering at least 

as good protection aa these shelters should be provid1ed. A structure 

similar to a conventional ammunition igloo but buried underground appeare 

roughly sui.table !or this purpose and could be provid1!'d at a co5t o.f about 

$65,000 per air base including excavation and fill, air conditioning, and 
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special furniahi9gs. Conmrunication equipment is assumed to be diverted 

from normal wing !resources. Th.e annual cost of this measure is about 

$7,000. 

Recommendat Thie study has not attempted to weigh the advantages 

and dieadvantage of this measure. It does provide a very large improve-

ment in the chan e of survival of the people and materiel that maintain 

the continuQue o -base command and communication link. Consequently, it 

ia recommended t t this measure be studied tor possible military 

i mplement&tion. 
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NATO 

PX 

CEP 

Foxholes 

POL 

D-day 

A/C 

AF 

HVAR 

USAF 

USAFE 

jato 

PSP 

G.A.O. 

IDF 

Zulu 

SOP 

TA.CC 

T.O .. 

MPH 

GLOSSARY 

United Kingdom 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

Post Exchange 
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Circular Error Probable - a measure of the dispersion or bombe 
(bombing error). 

Slit trench personnel shelters. 

Petrol, oil, and lubricants. 

The day war begins. 

Aircraft 

Air Force 

High Velocity Aircraft Rockets 

United Statee Air Force 

United States Air Forces in Europe 

Jet 8.8sist take-off 

Pierced steel plank 

General Alert Order 

Interceptor, Day-Fighter 

Interceptor aircraft held in readineee for immediate take-off 
for defense sorties. 

Standard Operating Procedure. 

Tactical Air Control Center 

Take-off 

Miles Per Hour 



HE High Ex.ploeive (conventional) ammunition 

Gnd. Ground 

Ech. Echelon 

T Short Tons (2000 lbs) 

cal. Caliber 

anmo. Airmuni tion 
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• 

6x6 (2! Ton 6x6 truck) numerals indicate 6 wheels x 6 driving wheels. 

VTO 

5000' 

SHAPE 

psi 

Teh. 

cone tr. 

BBL 

cu. yd. 

mi. 

ini.n. 

hr. 

max. 

UI 

RH 

A/P 

Hq. 

K ratione 

CP 

Vertical Take-off aircraft 

Apostrophe ie used ae an abbreviation for foot (feet). 

Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers, Europe. 

Pounds per square inch 

Vehicles 

Construction 

Barrel 

Cubic yard 

Miles 

Minutes 

Hour 

Maximum 

Left hand 

Right hand 

Air Police 

Headquarters 

Packaged field rations 

Conn.and Post 



C & E 

T/E 

Sq. 

roentgen 

AOC 

AOCP 

Coimru.nications and Electronics 

Table of Equipment 

Squadron 

Unit of ganD'M radiation dose e.bbrevia ted ''r". 

Aircraft out-of-4SoJrur.ission for whatever cause. 

Aircraft out-of-commission for want of spare parts. 
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